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Abstract

This thesis describes the characterization of the approximated (app) locus of
Drosophila melanogaster and present evidence indicating that app and the Planar
Cell Polarity (POP) pathway are required for proper tarsal joint development. Iplace
app in the POP pathway based on its phenotypic similarities and genetic interaction
with PCP genes in the leg. Ialso show that app and prickle-spiny legs (pk) interact
with the Notch pathway in tarsal joint formation. Iconfirmed that ectopic joints found
in app and pk mutants are a result of ectopic Notch activation, not ectopic Notch
ligand expression. Idefined the app locus to an eight gene interval covering 20kb.
Three independently isolated alleles of app have a polymorphism in one gene in the
interval, CG5632, which encodes a novel protein with a WD-40 motif. Additionally,
CG5632 transcript levels are altered in app mutant legs compared to wild type,
suggesting that it encodes app.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The coordinated development of cells into differentiated tissues and organs
from equivalent embryonic cells is referred to as pattern formation (Gilbert, 1991).
Intercellular communication is an integral part of pattern formation in all multi-cellular
organisms and several conserved cell signaling pathways have been found that
control the pattern formation and development in diverse organisms from C. elegans
to Drosophila to vertebrates. For example, the specialized process of leg pattern
formation in Drosophila includes the subdivision of the leg primordia by joints and
the growth and differentiation of the inter-joint region, all coordinated by genetic
pathways conserved in many other organisms.
Joint formation in the Drosophila leg requires the interplay between the Notch
signal transduction pathway and the Planar Cell Polarity (PCP) pathway (Bishop et
al., 1999; de Cells et al., 1998; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). Mutations in Notch
pathway genes can result in shortened legs as a result of loss of joints and
segments (Bishop et al., 1999; de Cells at aL, 1998). Conversely, ectopic activation
of Notch is sufficient to induce ectopic joints (de Cells et al., 1998).

The PCP

pathway restricts joint fate outside the presumptive joint region (Bishop etal., 1999;
Held et al., 1986). In comparison, mutants in the PCP pathway have ectopic joints,
which resemble the effects of ectopic Notch activation (Bishop et al., 1999) and
suggest a link between the PCP and Notch pathways. This thesis will present the
characterization of approximated (app), anewly characterized PCP gene involved in
leg pattern formation that affects planar cell polarity and Notch ligand expression.
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app plays arole in maintaining or increasing the expression of Notch ligands in order
to form joints as well as preventing the ectopic proximal signaling of the endogenous
Notch ligand domain.

1.1 The Drosophila leg
Drosophila me!anogaster is a holometabolous insect that undergoes
metamorphosis between the larval and adult stage. During metamorphosis,
histolysis of larval tissue occurs. Imaginal discs are ectodermal tissues that survive
the histolysis of larval tissue during pupation to form external adult structures. One
set of structures that arise from imaginal discs is the adult legs. Two leg discs arise
from each of the three thoracic parasegments. Each leg disc will develop into a leg
and part of the ventral thorax of the adult. At the larval third instar stage the leg
imaginal disc is a sac with a series of concentric folds. Each fold corresponds to a
future leg segment and during pupation, the disc everts and elongates so that the
centre of the disc becomes the distal tip of the newly formed leg (Figure 1) (Cohen,
1993).
The adult Drosophila leg is composed of nine segments separated by joints.
From proximal to distal, the segments are the coxa, trochanter, femur, tibia and
tarsal segments 1-5 (11-5), grouped together as the tarsus (Fristrom and Chihara,
1978). A claw forms from the pre-tarsus at the tip of the leg. Each tarsal segment
differentiates a unique pattern of bristles except for T2 and T3, which are identical.
The segments can be distinguished from each other both by the apical bristle found
on the distal edge of each segment, and by ajoint (Figure 1) (Held etal., 1986).
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Figure 1: The Drosophila leg.

(A) Schematic fate map of the third instar leg disc and the regions of
the leg that correspond to the leg disc. The centre of the disc
corresponds to the tarsal region. More peripheral regions of the disc
correspond to the proximal region of the leg. The leg is divided into
segments, from proximal to distal the femur (Fe), the coxa, the tibia
(Ti), and the tarsus (TI-T5). (B) Close-up of the tarsal region in amale
prothoracic leg. Joints partition the tarsal region. The joints are named
after the two tarsal regions that the joint separates. For example, the
TI /12 joint separates the TI and T2 tarsal segments. (C) An example
of a complete joint (black arrow). The complete joint encompasses the
entire circumference of the leg with bristle-less joint specific cuticle that
acts as amarker to the segment boundary (D') An example of apartial
joint that is nearly wild-type (black arrow). The ventral half of the joint
has been fused with tarsal cuticle. The dorsal half of the joint is still
evident and shares morphological similarity to awild-type joint. (D") An
example of a nearly fused joint (black arrow). All that remains is an
invagination in the middle of the segment. It does not resemble the
morphology of a wild-type joint (E) An example of a fused joint. No
evidence of ajoint is present in this example and it resembles tarsal
cuticle.

TI/T2

T2/T3 T3/J4 T4/T5

2.

T3

T4

Proximal

normal joint

T5

Distal

partially fused
joint

nearly fused
jointlectopic
joint

tarsus region,
no joint
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Unlike inter-joint regions, the joint cuticle lacks bristles and is flexible, a
requirement for its function as ajoint between segments. The joints between each of
the proximal segments are morphologically unique. However, the tarsal segment
joints are identical to one another, working through a ball and socket mechanism to
allow the leg to bend (Held etal., 1986).
The tarsal joints are referred to by Tx/y, x and y being the two tarsal
segments separated by the joint (Figure IB). A joint acts as an indicator of the
segment boundary. However, ajoint is not a segment boundary. Tarsal segments
are still distinguishable in the absence of joints by the presence of an apical bristle at
the distal end of the segment. The loss of ajoint is a separate class of phenotype
than a loss of a segment. This difference is sometimes indicative of the underlying
molecular phenotypes, with areduction or loss of Ser expression causing aloss of a
joint, but not a segment. In contrast, the reduction or loss of D! expression leads to
the loss of joints and segments (Bishop etal., 1999; de Cells et al., 1998; kauskolb
and Irvine, 1999).
For the analysis presented in this study, acomplete joint is defined as ajoint
that qualitatively appears to be afull joint that encompasses the entire segment of
the leg (Figure IC) and can occur in normal or ectopic locations. A partial joint is
defined as ajoint that is not present in its full form. A partial joint may range from
one that appears fused, but a cuticular invagination is still present to a near fully
formed joint with some cuticle fused together (Figure 7D', D"). A loss of joint will
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have no cuticular invagination or other structure that is indicative of ajoint (Figure
7E).

1.2 The Notch pathway and leg development
The

Notch

pathway is a common developmental pathway used in

invertebrates and vertebrates for many processes (Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999),
including leg development in Drosophila (Bishop et al., 1999; de Cells et al., 1998;
Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). The role of Notch in leg development is evident in the
mutant phenotypes of Notch pathway members. In Notch pathway mutants such as
Notch, fringe (fng) and Delta (DI) there is a loss of both joints and tarsal segments.
Additionally, the proximal segments are shorter than wild-type legs. In Serrate (Ser)
mutants, there is also an effect on the leg. Joints, but not segments, are lost in Ser
mutant animals (Bishop etal., 1999; de Cells etal., 1998; Shellenbarger and Mohler,
1978).
A number of genes make up the Notch pathway in Drosophila. Notch encodes
a single-pass transmembrane receptor that has two known ligands in Drosophila,
encoded by Ser and Dl. Both Ser and Dl are single-pass transmembrane proteins
that interact with the extracellular domain of the Notch protein on an adjacent cell
(Artavanis-Tsakonas etal., 1999). The action of DI and Ser binding to Notch leads to
the cleavage of the intracellular domain of Notch
nucleus. In the nucleus,

Nintra

(Nintra),

which moves to the

interacts with the transcription factor Suppressor of

Hairless (Su (H)) to promote the expression of target genes (Figure 2)
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Figure 2: The Notch pathway in the leg.

(A)Expression pattern of Ser (red) and E (spi) (green) in a partially
everted leg disc (taken from Ciechanska, 2001). Distal is down. E (spi)
is a readout of Notch activation. Ser expression is just proximal to the
E (spi) expression domain. The arrowheads indicate where the joint
will develop in the adult leg, based both on morphology and the
presence of E (spi) expression development (Bishop et al., 1999; de
Celis et al., 1998; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). (B) The molecular
mechanism of the Notch pathway in the leg. Ser and Dl interact with
the extracellular domain of Notch (NECD) in cells distal to the SenDl
expressing cells. This interaction induces the cleavage of the
intracellular domain of Notch (Nmnt 1 ). Nit, then moves to the nucleus
and interacts with Su (H) to. enhance the expression of target genes
such as bib (Artavanis-Tsakonas etal., 1999).

Ser

NECD

4

INintra I

Dl

proximal

distal
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(Artavanis-Tsakonas etal., 1999). Notch pathway members are expressed in the
tarsal segments of the leg (Figure 2A). Notch is ubiquitously expressed in the leg
disc initially, but its expression is increased in concentric rings in the presumptive
joint regions of the pre-pupal leg where Notch is activated. Notch pathway members
Ser and Dl are found expressed at high levels in rings adjacent and proximal to the
cells that both express higher levels of Notch and have high Notch activation (Bishop
et al., 1999; de Celis etal., 1998). Thus, based on the mutant phenotypes and the
expression patterns of these genes, the Notch pathway is involved in leg patterning.
Targets of Notch activation include big brain (bib), a gene that encodes a
plasma membrane bound protein with connexon channel activity required for neural
development in Drosophila (Flybase, 2003). bib expressed in the presumptive joint
region of the leg as a result of Notch activation, bib has no known function in leg
development but atransgene inserted in the bib locus containing the lacZ gene has
been used as a marker for Notch activation in the (de Celis et al., 1998; Kerber et
al., 2001).
The Notch pathway modulates both the formation of joints and the
development and growth of the interjoint region. In temperature-sensitive Notch
mutants, the leg is reduced in length and joints are missing in adults when Notch
activity is removed during the third larval instar (Shellenbarger and Mohler, 1975).
The activation of Notch is both necessary and sufficient for joint development.
Clones of cells mutant for Notch that span across segment boundaries cause tarsal
fusion. Conversely, over-expression of aligand independent and constitutively active
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form of Notch causes the formation of ectopic joints in the clone region. Thus, Notch
acts in a cell autonomous manner to form joints (Bishop etal., 1999; de Celis etal.,
1998).
The Notch ligands Ser and DI are also necessary and sufficient for joint
formation. Flies that are mutant for Ser have legs that lack joints between segments.
However, the segmental patterns of bristles are still present, indicating that the tarsal
segments have all formed. Ectopic expression of Ser causes the formation of ectopic
joints, as visualized by both morphological and molecular markers (Bishop et al.,
1999; de Celis etal., 1998; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). The loss of DI has astronger
effect as Dlt3 mutants raised at the restrictive temperature lose tarsal segments in
addition to joints. (Parody and Muskavitch, 1993).
Dl and Ser act to induce joints in ashort-range non-autonomous manner, and
repress joint formation in an autonomous manner. When DI or Ser are ectopically
expressed in clones of cells, the expression of the joint marker nubbin (nub) is
induced on the cells that border the clone, but no Nub is found within the clone.
When patches of cells expressing either DI or Ser cross over aregion where normal
joint formation should occur, the formation of the joint is inhibited (Rauskolb and
Irvine, 1999).

This suggests that the role of D! and Ser is to non-autonomously

induce joint formation in adjacent cells, while autonomously inhibiting joint formation
(Bishop etal., 1999; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999).
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One model of joint development suggests that Ser and DI are both required in
joint formation, with DI having a role in segmentation as well.

This difference in

requirements can be seen in the phenotype of mutants of each gene. Strong Ser
alleles have severe loss of joint phenotypes but no concomitant loss of segments.
Strong DI alleles are deficient in joints and segments. Additionally, each may be
regulated independent from each other (Bishop et al., 1999). Therefore, it appears
that DI is required to activate Notch in low levels throughout the leg and at higher
levels in the joint. Ser is simultaneously required to increase Notch activation even
further in the presumptive joint region to alevel needed to induce joint development
(Bishop etal., 1999; de Cells etal., 1998; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999).
Many genes modulate the interactions between Notch and its ligands. One
example is fng, which is expressed in rings adjacent to the presumptive joint region
and in the same cells as DI and Ser (Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). Fng inhibits the
activation of Notch by Ser, but enhances the ability of DI to activate Notch (Panin
and Irvine, 1998). fng is required for proper joint formation since joints were lost in
clones mutant for fng. Additionally, when Fng was ectopically expressed in the leg
disc ectopic partial joints were formed (Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999), indicating that
fng has arole in regulating joint development.

1.3 Axis formation in the developing leg
The Notch pathway is required in the development of the proximal-distal (P/D)
axis of the leg. However, the mechanism of developing a three-dimensional ninesegmented leg requires cells be assigned information as to their position first along
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the anterior-posterior (NP), dorsal-ventral (DN) and finally the P/D axes, with each
stage overlapping. The expression of engrailed (en) specifies the posterior
compartment of the leg disc. The leg disc inherits the expression of en from the
embryo, indicating that the specification of the NP axis of the leg occurs before the
formation of the leg imaginal disc. En autonomously represses the transcription of
cubitus interruptus (ci), a zinc finger transcription factor expressed transiently
throughout the imaginal disc, and a repressor of hh transcription (Dominguez et at.,
1996). Since ci represses the transcription of hh, the anterior specific expression of
ci regulated by en confines the expression of hh specifically to the posterior region
(reviewed in Brook et al., 1996).
Hh induces expression of wingless (wg) and decapentaplegic (dpp) along the
NP axis to determine the DN axis (Basler and Struhl, 1994). Wg and Dpp act alone
to specify ventral and dorsal leg fate (Brook and Cohen, 1996; Jiang and Struhl,
1996; Struhl and Basler, 1993). Wg and Dpp also act together to define the P/D axis
by inducing the expression of dachshund (dac) and Distal-less (DII), and refining the
expression of homothorax (hth). hth, dac and Dli (collectively referred to as leg gap
genes, an analogy to the gap genes involved in embryonic segmentation) are
expressed in broad domains along the P/D axis and direct the patterning of the P/D
axis by inducing and modulating the expression of downstream effectors of P/D axis
segmentation (Abu-Shaar and Mann, 1998; Lecuit and Cohen, 1997).
The leg gap genes control segmentation by regulating the expression of the
genes that direct segment boundary formation along the P/D axis: Ser, Dl, Notch
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and fng. Both Hth and Dac are necessary and sufficient to promote the expression of
Ser, DI and fng in the proximal regions of the leg. However, in the presumptive tarsal
segments 2 through 5, DII negatively regulates the expression of Ser, Dl, and fng
(Rauskolb, 2001).
The general mechanism of the leg gap genes appears to involve the leg gap
genes regulating the expression of Ser, fng and Dl into rings of expression. These
rings of expression are proximal to the areas of the future joint in the segments
where the specific leg gap gene is expressed. The expression of Ser, fng and Dl
then cause the upregulation of Notch activation in the cells in the presumptive joint
region. Therefore, the regions of Notch activation in the leg are under the control of
the leg gap genes (Rauskolb, 2001).

1.4 Segmentation and growth
The adult Drosophila leg is a segmented tissue. Segmentation is a common
developmental mechanism whereby atissue is subdivided into initial repeating units
separated by intercalating boundaries. The initial uniform character of segments can
then be modified, allowing each unit to be uniquely patterned (Rauskolb, 2001). The
most extensively studied system of segmentation remains the Drosophila embryo
(Kornberg and Tabata, 1993). However, Drosophila embryonic segmentation is
atypical with gradients of transcription and translation factors that move freely
between nuclei in a syncytium allowing the formation of embryonic segments
simultaneously and in the absence of growth (Kornberg and Tabata, 1993). In most
other systems where segmentation occurs, including embryonic segmentation of
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short germ

band

insects,

the

developing

Drosophila leg and vertebrate

somitogenesis, the tissue that is being segmented is cellular and is growing at the
same time. In many instances growth and segmentation are coupled (Pick, 1998;
Rauskolb, 2001).
The segmentation of the Drosophila leg is progressive and requires growth
(Figure 3). Using the expression of Serrate as a marker of segmentation, Rauskolb
(2001) showed that the leg is segmented in astereotypical pattern as it grows. Ser
expression is first evident in the coxa and femur in early third instar larval leg discs.
During the middle third instar stage, Ser expression becomes evident in tarsal
segments 5 and possibly 2, but maybe 3or 4. A short time later, Ser expression is
found in the tibia and other tarsal segments. Finally, at late third instar larval stage,
Ser expression appears in the final tarsal segments and the trochanter, completing
the segmental pattern of the leg. Further growth separates the domains of Ser and
Notch, leading to the final molecular pattern in the leg (Rauskolb, 2001).

1.5 The asymmetry of Notch signaling
One prediction from the model of joint formation through Notch is

the

asymmetric activation of Notch by its ligands Ser and Dl. The leg gap genes and
tarsal segmentation genes induce Ser and Dl expression in cells just proximal to the
presumptive joint region, where Ser and Dl signal distally to activate Notch, inducing
joints. However, what prevents Ser and Dl from signaling proximally and thereby
inducing joints proximal to their stripe of expression? A priori, the Notch-dependent
model of joint formation cannot account for this polarity. In cells expressing high
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Figure 3: The Drosophila leg requires growth for proper segmentation.
The red bars indicate SenDl expression and the green bars indicate Notch
activation. dac expression is represented in green, dac/Dil expression is
represented in blue and DII expression is represented in purple. Initially, Sen
expression arises in T5 and another tarsal segment that may be T2, T3 or T4
on the basis of its expression between T5 and the dac/Dil domain in the tarsal
region. In addition proximal rings of expression also arise in the femur (Fe).
There is no room between the ligand expression and Notch activation for
another domain of ligand expression. However, as the leg grows, room is
made where a third tarsal ring can arise, represented here as 13, filling the
space with ligand expression and Notch activation. Again, growth is required
before the next ring of expression can arise. The last tarsal ring in the DII
expression domain, represented by 14, as well as TI can then arise. Once all
of the rings of expression arise, the leg grows more and separates the
domains with interjoint regions that do not have Notch activation or ligand
expression. Growth also affects the relative positions of the leg gap gene
domains. This may be required to allow for the maintenance of the ligand
expression domains. (Adapted from Rauskolb, 2001).
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levels of Ser and DI Notch activation in inhibited autonomously (Rauskolb and Irvine,
1999), possibly in conjunction with fng, which is also expressed in the same domain
as Ser and DI. However, this inhibition does not extend proximally from the ring of
ligand expression. Therefore, another mechanism must be preventing Notch
activation proximal to the DI/Ser expression ring in each of the tarsal segments
(Figure 4) (Bishop etal., 1999).

1.6 Phenotypes of PCP pathway mutants in the leg.
The asymmetric activation of Notch may require the activity of the planar cell
polarity (PCP) pathway (Bishop et al., 1999). Many genes of the PCP pathway are
required for proper joint and tarsal development. The primary phenotype of POP
mutants in the leg is the formation of ectopic joints in the middle of segments, or the
loss of segments (Held et al., 1986). In mutants such as dishevelled1 (dsh) and
prickle-spiny legs (pk), ectopic joints are formed at the middle of tarsal segments.
Additionally, in dsh 1 mutant legs, ectopic Notch activation has been shown to be
increased proximal to the tarsal DI/Ser ring in the 12, T3 and T4 tarsal segments leg
in addition to the normal domain distal of the Ser/
Dl ring (Figure 3) (Bishop et al.,
1999). In another class of PCP mutants that includes four-jointed

(fj)

and dachsous

(ds), joints are lost, most predominantly the T2/3 joint. Since joint formation is a
Notch pathway-dependent process (Bishop et al., 1999; de Cells et al., 1998;
Rauskoib and Irvine, 1999), and the regulation of joint formation is disrupted in PCP
mutants, it appears that the Notch pathway and PCP pathway are linked, and the
proper segmentation of the leg requires both pathways.
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Figure 4: The asymmetric activation of Notch in joint formation

(A) A schematic representation of asymmetry of Notch activation in wild-type
tarsal joints. The rectangles are arepresentation of the domains of cells along
the P/D axis of a leg segment. The leg gap genes and tarsal genes act to
induce and refine Ser and Di expression to stripes just proximal to the
presumptive joint region. Ser and Dl then induces the activation of Notch
distal to their expression in the presumptive joint region. However, there is no
corresponding activation of Notch proximal to the domain of Ser and DI
expression. An unknown mechanism prevents Notch activation on the
proximal side of the Ser and Di expression domain and leads to the
asymmetric activation of Notch in the joint development (Bishop etal., 1999;
de Cells et al., 1998; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). (B) A schematic
representation of the symmetric Notch activation that occurs in the dsh 1
mutant leg. In the dsh 1leg, joints develop in the middle of the tarsal segment
as well as in wild-type regions. Notch activation occurs in a region of the leg
corresponding to the ectopic joint. The ectopic Notch activation arises from
the same domain of Notch ligands expression as the wild-type joint. The
mechanism repressing the proximal activation of Notch from this domain may
be lost in dsh 1mutants development (Bishop et al., 1999).
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1.7 Planar cell polarity: an introduction
To understand how the PCP pathway may be acting to polarize Notch
activation in the leg, background on how it acts in the wing and the eye will now be
presented. All cells in the epithelium of Drosophila imaginal discs exhibit apical-basal
polarity.

However, epithelial cells may also organize along another axis,

perpendicular to the apical-basal axis, in the plane of the epithelium. This polarity is
referred to as planar cell polarity (or tissue polarity). PCP is found throughout the
animal kingdom. Examples include the scales of fish, hairs of mammals and the cilia
of the inner ear in humans, which has recently been shown to be regulated by the
PCP pathway (Adler, 2002). Examples of POP in Drosophila include the polarity of
cuticular bristles, wing hairs and ommatidia in the compound eye and leg joints
(Eaton, 1997). A stereotypical hair pattern exists in the wings, with all of the hairs
pointing distally.
The pattern of the compound eye is also stereotyped. The compound eye is
composed of approximately 700-800 ommatidia. Each ommatidium has eight
photoreceptors that are oriented in an asymmetric trapezoidal pattern, which point
oppositely in the dorsal and ventral halves of the eye. Therefore, the dorsal and
ventral fields of ommatidia are mirror images of each other, separated by an equator
(Wolff and Ready, 1993).
The mirror image polarity of the ommatidia originates after the morphogenetic
furrow passes over the

undifferentiated

cells of the eye

imaginal disc.

Photoreceptors differentiate and form preclusters of cells that initially do not show
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polarity differences (Wolff and Ready, 1993). Polarity arises between dorsal and
ventral ommatidia when the precursors of photoreceptors R3 and R4 adopt distinct
fates, based on their relative position to the equator. The cell closer to the equator
takes the R3 fate, while the other cell takes the R4 fate. This pattern is stereotyped
and occurs in every individual ommatidium (Strutt and Strutt, 1999).
Finally, it has been observed that there are differences in the behavior of
proximal and distal cells in the developing joint and resulting distal and proximal
regions of the joint itself, which lead to aproximal-distal polarity within the joint. This
polarity is required for the proper formation of ajoint, and may be a read-out of the
planar polarity of the underlying cells (Held etal., 1986; Mirth and Akam, 2002).
Similar genetic pathways affect wing hair, ommatidia and joint polarity. The
Frizzled (Fz) signaling pathway is the main effector of planar cell polarity (reviewed
in Shulman et al., 1998). fz encodes a serpentine seven-pass transmembrane
receptor. One function for Fz is as a receptor for Writ ligands (Bhanot et aL, 1996;
Vinson et al., 1989). However, Writs have not been demonstrated to affect POP and
the identity of the fz ligand has not been identified for the process of POP (Strutt,
2001). Other members of the PCP pathway are listed in Table 1.
PCP mutants have very characteristic phenotypes in both the eye and the
wing. In the wing blade, each cell secretes a single hair and all of the wing hairs
point distally. In fz and other POP mutants, wing hair polarity is disrupted. In the eye,
the characteristic phenotype is the mis-rotation of the ommatidia. In POP mutants,
there are two classes of this phenotype. In some mutants, such as fat, ds, or

/,

the
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Table 1: PCP genes discussed in this study (adapted from Adler, 2002).
Name

Type of Protein/domain

frizzled (fz)

7-pass Serpentine
receptor
PDZ domain
cadherin domains,
serpentine receptor
PDZ, membrane protein
LIM domain
cadherin domain
cadherin domain
secreted protein

disheveled (dsh)
flamingo (fm!)
strabismus (stbm)
prickle-spiny leg (pk)
fat (ft)
dachsous (ds)
four-jointed (fj)

Required in leg development
(mutant phenotype)
yes (ectopic joints)
yes (ectopic joints)
unknown /not published
yes (ectopic joints)
yes (ectopic joints)
yes (overgrowth of leg)
yes (loss of 2/3 joint)
yes (loss of 2/3 joint)
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ommatidia are reversed when compared to its position in the eye, but still
asymmetric. In other mutants, such as fz, the ommatidia are symmetric and
randomly rotated (Cooper and Bray, 1999; Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999).

1.8 The Fz feedback mechanism
The challenge of tissue polarity is uniformly orienting a group of cells that
arise in an initially unpolarized manner. Many models have been proposed, including
several based on an extracellular signal and others on cellular self-organization. One
proposal is that an extracellular signal gradient exists which directs cells to polarize
in the direction of the slope of the gradient. Alternatively, cells may be able to selforganize on the basis of acombination of cellular movement and communication. A
small number of cells may initially become polarized, and then a wave of polarity
would then propagate through the field of cells. Evidence from the pupal wing and
eye suggests that polarization occurs through a combination of the two. The Fz
pathway acts on an external signal through afeedback mechanism which leads to
subcellular asymmetry and propagates it through the wing (Figure 5) (Axelrod, 2001;
Ma etal., 2003; Strutt, 2001).
Preliminary work suggests that this asymmetrical mechanism may also be
found in the eye. The ommatidia of the eye differ from the wing hair because the
polarity of the eye is based on the orientation of clusters of cells. However, the
polarity of each ommatidium is determined by what cells take the R3 and R4 fate.
The R3/R4 cell fate is determined in each ommatidium by the level of Fz activity in
the cell. The cell with higher Fz activity becomes R3. How Fz is asymmetrically
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localized to R3 may involve the same genes and a similar mechanism as in wing
hair polarization (Figure 6). Two questions remain. What leads to the initial
asymmetry in Fz activity and through which mechanism or mechanisms does Fz
activity lead to cellular asymmetry in avast array of tissue systems?

1.9 Upstream regulators of planar cell polarization.
The model above requires that the system already have alevel of asymmetry
before the Fz pathway refines and propagates it. Yang and co-workers (2002)
examined the expression pattern in the eye of other genes known to affect polarity in
the eye to determine their wild-type expression patterns and how their expression is
affected in PCP mutants. fj had previously been shown to be expressed in the eye
disc in agradient pattern. fj was expressed high at the DN midline (equator) and low
at the poles (Brodksy and Steller, 1996). They discovered that two atypical
cadherins, fat (ft) and dachsous (ds), shown earlier to have POP phenotypes (Adler
et al., 1998), were expressed in the eye and had strong ommatidia mis-rotation
phenotypes. The Ds gradient is complementary to the Fj gradient in the eye disc,
with high levels at the pole and low levels at the DN midline. Ft, in contrast, is found
at constant levels in the eye disc. Clones mutant for any of ft, ds, and fj lead to a
disruption of the proper polarity of the mutant ommatidia. From their data, they
suggested a model by which the action of ft, ds, and fj communicates positional
information to Fz in order to determine the proper polarity of the ommatidia (Figure
6) (Yang et al., 2002).
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Figure 5: Planar cell polarity in wing hairs

(A) Wing hairs all point distally wing a wild-type wing. (B) A mechanism for
the establishment of polarization of the wing hair. A gradient of Fj is set up in
the wing that is high in the distal wing and low in the proximal wing. A
complementary Ds gradient is also set up, which is high in the proximal wing
and low in the distal wing. These two gradients interact to regulate Ft protein.
The Ft protein, under the influence of the Fj and Ds proteins, somehow
regulates the process to localize the Fz protein to the distal edge of the wing
cell (Ma, et al., 2003). In each wing cell, Fz is asymmetrically localized to the
distal side of the cell; the wing cell hair will arise from the region of high Fz
subcellular concentration (Axelrod, 2001; Strutt, 2001). Initially, Fz recruits
Dsh to the membrane, which then promotes the stabilization of the Fz
asymmetry. At this time, Fz also induces the localization of Pk to the proximal
side of the adjacent distal cell. Pk localization directly inhibits the localization
of Dsh to the membrane (Tree et al., 2002), leading to the downregulation of
Fz localization in the proximal region of the adjacent cell. Concurrently, the
cell proximal to the original cell is also communicating through Fz to
upregulate Pk on the proximal side of the original cell, which then
downregulates the levels of Fz at that side and increases the asymmetry of
Fz in the cell. This feedback mechanism therefore creates an intercellular
asymmetry which, once set up, can propagate a signal across a tissue and
lead to polarized cells, with high levels of Fz localized at the distal tips of
cells, and Fz localization inhibited at the proximal tips of cells. Since hairs are
formed in areas of high Fz levels, all of the hairs grow from the distal region of
the cell, leading to apolarized tissue (Strutt, 2001; Axelrod, 2001; Tree et aL,
2002).
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This mechanism would explain the phenotypic differences between fz
mutants and ft, ds and fj mutants. In the ommatidia, fz mutants have ommatidia that
are mis-rotated in a random manner, with indistinguishable R3 and R4 cells. ft, ds
and fj mutants also have mis-rotated ommatidia, but the R3 and R4 cells can still be
differentiated. Thus, ft, ds and fj do not directly activate Fz activity, but bias it
towards the proper polarity. It would also explain why fj mutants do not have strong
PCP phenotypes but clones of fJ mutant tissue do. In afJ mutant animal, the levels of
Fj are gone or relatively reduced so that a Fj gradient would still exist in a lowered
but relatively correct form. Presumably, the Ds gradient would be enough to regulate
most of the polarity without the help of Fj. The disruption of the Ds activity by the
over expression or loss of F] in a subset of cells would then lead to a misspecification of polarity and lead to the phenotypes observed in the eye (Yang et al.,
2002). The ft, ds and fj regulatory mechanism is also found in the regulation of PCP
in wing hairs (Ma et al., 2003).

tlO Planar Cell Polarity in tarsal joint development
The PCP pathway is required to regulate Notch activation in eye development
(Strutt et al., 2002). Is it possible that it is also required to ensure proper asymmetric
Notch activation in tarsal joint development? Only one study thus far has examined
this question, and suggests that the PCP pathway regulates Notch signaling (Bishop
etal., 1999).
The study examined the dsh 1 mutant phenotype in the leg. It was found that
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Figure 6: Planar cell polarity in the eye.

(A) A schematic representation of the asymmetric found in the eye and
effects of PCP mutants. The eye is separated into dorsal and ventral fields of
ommatidia that all have the same rotation. An imaginary border called the
equator separates the fields. The red arrows indicate the polarity of the dorsal
ommatidia; the green arrows indicate the polarity of the ventral ommatidia. In
PCP mutants, the ommatidia are mis-rotated with respect to the other
ommatidia. In some cases it is a 1800 rotation, causing the ommatidia to
resemble the rotation of the opposing field of cells. In other cases (Blue
arrows) it is a random rotation. The severity of the mutation determines how
many ommatidia are mis-rotated. (B) The mechanism for the establishment of
polarity in the eye. A Wg gradient is set up that is high at the poles and low at
the equator. This gradient induces the gradient of Fj through inhibition,
leading to a Fj gradient that was low at the poles and high at the equator. Wg
also sets up a Ds gradient through induction, leading to agradient of Ds that
is high at the poles and low at the equator. Fj and Ds interact to
asymmetrically localize Ft to the equatorial cell of the presumptive R3/R4 pair.
This localization leads to the upregulation of Fz in the equatorial cell, leading
to an increase in Dl levels in the cell. Dl then signals to the polar cell to
activate Notch and increase its protein level. Notch then blocks the
expression of DI in the polar cell, leading to an asymmetry of Notch activation
in the two cells. The cell with high Notch activation becomes R4, where the
cell with high Dl levels becomes R3 (Adapted from Yang et al., 2002). (C) A
predicted mechanism of asymmetrical localization of Fz in the R3 cell and
possible mechanism of induction of Notch activation in R4. It is predicted
based on the wing hair data and the asymmetrical localization of members of
the POP pathway in the eye that Fz localization to R3 may occur as aresult of
a combined signal from Ft and the action of an asymmetric feedback loop.
Initially, the PCP pathway members Fz, Dsh and Pk are symmetrically
localized. However, when Fz is localized by Ft to the apical region of the R3
cell at the R3/R4 interface, it induces the localization of Dsh to the R3 side of
the interface and Pk to the R4 side. Pk then inhibits the localization of Dsh at
the R4 side of the interface, leading to aDsh asymmetry at the interface. Dsh
then inhibits the activation of Notch in the R3 cell, possibly through direct
interaction (Axelrod etal., 1996), which leads to Notch activation in the R4
cell (adapted from Strutt et al., 2002).
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the ectopic joint phenotype correlated with ectopic Notch activation. Presumably,
ectopic Notch activation could be an indirect cause of ectopic DI or Ser expression in
the domain of the presumptive tarsal segment in the developing leg disc (Rauskolb
and Irvine, 1999). However, DI is expressed normally in dsh 1 mutants (Bishop etal.,
1999). This suggests that either Ser is expressed ectopically, or that the POP
pathway restricts Notch activation in cells proximal to the DI/Ser ring through an
unknown mechanism, possibly by Dsh directly inhibiting Notch activation (Axelrod et
al., 1996). The study presented by Bishop and others showed that dsh, amember of
the core POP pathway, is required in proper leg development. Since fz, pk, stbm, fj
and other POP genes have leg phenotypes when mutated (Shulman etal., 1998;
Wolff and Rubin, 1998), it can be hypothesized that similar mechanisms for
controlling polarity in the wing and eye are affecting the polarity of joint development.

1.11 approximated: another link between Notch and planar cell polarity?
app is agene that exhibits a phenotype similar to the POP mutants in the leg
and wing and is required for the proper formation of the tarsal segments (Lindsey
and Zimm, 1992). app was first isolated in 1935 by Bridges as a adult viable leg
patterning mutant with the loss of the T2/3 joint and cuticular invaginations present in
TI,T3 and T4 (Bridges, 1935). Held and colleagues (1986) described the cuticular
invaginations as partial ectopic joints. The genomic location of the app locus was
narrowed down to a region of 308kb on the left arm of the third chromosome using
complementation analysis (Hoogwerf et al., 1988)
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Since app is required in many different tissues, and the app phenotype in the
wing resembles that of other PCP mutants, it suggests that app plays a role in
regulating POP in a diverse set of tissues. This thesis contains the molecular and
genetic evidence that indicates that POP and the Notch pathway interact in the
development of the joints of the tarsus. Moreover, the gene app is characterized and
genetic and molecular evidence is presented that indicate that app interacts with
both the Notch and PCP pathway, and is a potential member of the POP pathway
itself.
The goal of this study was to characterize app. Evidence will be presented
that places the three app alleles to a transcription unit known as CG5632.
Additionally, genetic and molecular evidence will show that app interacts with both
the Notch pathway and members of the PCP pathway in the leg, leading to a
disrupting of Notch-dependent joint formation. Finally, interactions between other
members of the POP pathway and Notch were assayed in order to determine if the
POP and Notch pathway interact in the leg to regulate proper joint formation. The
results of this study support the model that the POP pathway regulates the Notch
pathway in the leg, in a manner similar to other examples found in Drosophila and
other organisms.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2,1 Drosophila melanogaster culture
Drosophila melanogaster were raised on standard fly culture medium
comprised of 10% cornmeal, 5% sucrose, 1.5% Torumel yeast, I% Bacto-agar, and
2% propionic acid (Ashburner, 1989). All fly stocks were maintained at 18°C and all
crosses were maintained at 25°C, unless otherwise indicated.

2.2 Drosophila nomenclature
Drosophila nomenclature has been standardized and the rules are listed on
Flybase (http://flybase.bio.indiana.edu:82). In this study, transgenes were used for a
variety of purposes, and their nomenclature requires expanding upon. Transgenes
are usually written in ashorthand manner, with the convention being end {construct
symbol}. However, this does not describe the genetic makeup of the transgene.
Table 2 lists the genotypes of the transgenes used throughout this study, and the
shorthand symbol for each.

2.3 Drosophila strains
All genes, alleles and strains used in this study are listed with their source in
Table 3. The strains are categorized based on their roles in this study. Specific
information for the genes, alleles and balancers can be found in Flybase
(http://flybase.bio.indiana.edu:82).
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Table 2: Transgenes used in this study
Transgene
P {PZ}

Genotype
P {I acZT

P{EP}
P {i2-3}

P{wUAS}
P {P\TA23

kanR

ori

ry+t7.2=PZ}

+t7.2...23}
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Table 3: Drosophila strains used in this study

Balancers and wild-type:

Genotype

Source

Ore gon-R (wild-type)

Bloomington Stock Centre
(SC), Indiana, USA
Bloomington SC, Indiana, USA

w; Cyo /Sco; MKRS /TM6b, Tb Hu e
Sb 1!T(2;3) SM6a

-

TM6b, Cy Tb Hu e

Bloomington SC, Indiana, USA

Deficiencies:

Name

Cytology

Source

Df(3R)D605

Df(3R)97E3;98A5

Bloomington SC, Indiana, USA

Df(3L)BK9

Df(3L)68E2;69A1

Bloomington SC, Indiana, USA

Df(3L) v1n7

Df(3L)68C8;69B5

Bloomington SC, Indiana, USA

Df(3L)v1n6

Df(3L)68C8;69A5

Bloomington SC, Indiana, USA

Df(3L)v1n5

Df(3L)68A2;69A1

Bloomington SC, Indiana, USA

Df(3L)FIO

Df(3L)69A2;69D1

Bloomington SC, Indiana, USA

P-elements
Allele name

genomic location

Source

P{PZ)l(3)5O88obo 88

69A2 (insert in CG5626)

Spradling, et al., 1999

P{EP)3636

69A5
(insert
CGI 0426)

Rorth, 1996

in
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approximated stocks:

Genotype

Source

Se 1 h1 app 1

Bloomington SC, Indiana, US

Se 1

This Study

h1 app 1 e1

app 6le

appEl 4/TM3,

Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Sb e

W. Brook, University of Calgary

W', Sco /Cyo; app E141 TM6b, Hn Tb e

This Study

appMR e1

This Study

Genetic Analysis of app
Genotype

Source

ru 1 h1 N,x4°4 st 1r/ °6 e1!TM6B, Tb 1
P{PZ)I(3)05088 °5086 y 506/ TM3, ,.yRK Sb1
Ser1
W*.,-Df(3L)FIO /TM3, Ser1
Df(3L)BK9, ru 1red' cv-c 1 Sb" 1sr1
e1/TM3, Sb 1
Df(3L)vin6, ru 1h1g12 e4 Ca 1!TM3, Sb1 Set"
Df(3L)vin7, ru 1h1g12 e4 ca'/ TM3, Sb 1 Ser1
Df(3L)vin5, ru 1h1g12 e4 Ca 1!TM3, Sb 1 Ser1

Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US

P-element mediated male recombination
Genotype

Source

P{PZJI(3)05088°5088

Bloomington SC, Indiana, US

,yb06/

Ser1
w1118 ;P{EP)CG1O426'

TM3,

,.K

3636

P{PZ)42-3CyO /Sco; Se 1h1 app 1 e1
w*
; Df(3L)FIO! TM3, Ser1
se e1

Sb1

P. Rorth, Exelixis Flystation
W. Brook, University of Calgary, CA
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
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Molecular Analysis of app and PCP pathway
Genotype
Name

Source

fng 212 ry' °6
blb1acz6E

fng-LacZ

S Cohen, EMBL, DE

bib-LacZ

ty506 P{PZ)Dl°5151/TM3, ry''<
Sb 1Ser1

Dl-LacZ

J.F. de Cells, U of
Cambridge, UK
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US

Genetic Interactions
Genotype
dSbk/lfl(2L)Cy, Cy1 dplv2 b1
pr1
,506 P{PZ)Dl°5151/TM3, ryRK
Sb 1Ser1
Df(3R)D605/ TM3, Sb 1 Ser1
W I dsh 1
ft 1

y1w1;fj 1
pksPle 4

st 1 e1
e

Se,RX106/

TM6b, Hn Tb

Gene

Source

dachsous (ds)

Bloomington SC, Indiana, US

Delta (Dl)

Bloomington SC, Indiana, US

Df(3R)D 605
dishevelled (dsh)
fat (if)
four-jointed (fj)
prickle-spiny legs
Serrate (Ser)

Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
Bloomington SC, Indiana, US
K. Irvine, Rutgers, NJ State U,
us
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2.4 Molecular Techniques and DNA manipulation
Molecular techniques were carried out using standard methods (Sambrook, et
al., 1989) unless otherwise stated. All DNA clones are listed in Table 4.

2.4.1 Radioactive labeling of DNA
DNA fragments isolated both by PCR and from cDNA were labeled with a32 P,

dCTP (NEN) using the Prime-it II labeling kit (Stratagene). Unincorporated a- 32 P

was removed from the reaction mixture using a Quick Spin Sephadex G-50 (fine)
column (Roche). The probe was heat denatured for 5 minutes, then placed on ice
for an additional 5 minutes. The probe was split equally between the blots being
probed.

2.4.2 Southern Analysis of approximated region
Southern analysis of genomic DNA was performed according to standard
protocols (Sambrook, et al., 1989), with minor variations. The hybridization
membrane used was a Hybond N Nylon membraned (Amersham). Eight washes
were performed on the membrane after hybridization, comprised of 2washes each
at 65°C for 15 minutes: 2X SSC
0.1% SDS; 0.IX SSC

+

+

0.1% SDS; 0.5X SSC

+

0.1% SDS; 0.2X SSC

+

0.1% SDS. Blots were imaged on Kodak MS or MR

autoradiography film using aKodak X-100 autoformater.
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Table 4: DNA clones used in this study
Name

Insert

Source

pFLC-1 RE381 86

CG5632 cDNA

Research Genetics, Inc.

pFLC-1 RH31391

CG17144 cDNA

Research Genetics, Inc.

pOT2A LD47568

CG5632 cDNA

Research Genetics, Inc.
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2.4.3 PCR analysis of CG5632
PCR was carried out using Platinum Pfx DNA polymerase (Invitrogen) using
the standard protocol supplied with the enzyme. Primers were constructed and
purchased from Qiagen and are listed in Table 5. Unless specified, the PCR cycle
used was as per protocol specifications. Any deviations are listed in Table 6.

2.4.4 Northern analysis of CG5632
Northern analysis was carried out using standard protocols (Sambrook et al.,
1989). Trizol (Invitrogen) was used to isolate total RNA from late third instar and piepupal animals.

2.4.5 in situ analysis of CG5632
in-situ analysis of CG5632 was carried out as follows.

Larval and pupal

heads were dissected in ice-cold IX PBS (140mM NaCl, 7mM Na 2HPO4,3mM
KH 2PO 4)and stored on ice for no longer than 30 minutes. The tissue was fixed in
ice-cold 4% formaldehyde (Polysciences, I
nc) in PBS for 30 minutes. The tissue was
washed 4 X 5 min in methanol, which were then stored at

2O0C

in methanol or

carried forward. The tissue was then washed twice in PBT (IX PBS, 0.1% Tween
20 (Sigma)). The tissue was then post fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBT for 20
minutes. The tissue was then rinsed 3X 2 minutes in PBT. 0.5m1 of PBT containing
50tg/mL Proteinase K (Roche) was added to the tissue, and incubated for 8-10
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Table 5: PCR primers
Name

Sequence (5'-3')

NrxF1

AGGGGCTAAAAGACTCTCGTCAACG

NrxB I
CG9760F1
CG9760B I

GAAGAATCTGTTTGGATGGCGGC
ACTTCAATGCCACGCCCAAC
GCCATCTGGTTCGGAAACTTTTAG

Rh7F1

CGCTTCCCCCTTTTTGTTTC

Rh7B I

TCCACCACTTTTGTCGTGTGCC

0G6906F1

AAGCACCAGAGTCCCATAAACATC

CG6906B I

CCAGTTGATTTGTCGCCCAC

CG691 OFI

CCTAACATCATCCACGCCTTCC

CG691 OBI

TCAGCACCCACTTTTTGGTCTC

Est-6F1

TTGCCTAACCGTCAGCGTCTACAAG

Est-6B I

CGAGTCTTCAGCCGATTCACATCC

CG5632F1
CG5632B I

CACACTTCAATGCTGGAGCCTTAC
CCATACATCTCAATCTTGCTGTCG

0G5632F1 I

TGTGACTTTGTGGACGATTGTGTC

CG5632B8

TCGCACTCAACGATAAGGGAAC

est-pF1 0

GGGCACCATACTTGCTCTTCTATC

est-pB8

TGTGACTTTGTGGACGATTGTGTC

mdg3F6

CGACTACAAAGATGCCATACGATG

mdg3B6

GGGTTTTCTCAACGCAATCATTCC

mdg3F7
mdg3B7

TCAAAAACGCCCCGTCTGTG
TGCCATTTCTGGTCCTCCTTC

Table 6: PCR Cycle deviations
Technique
PCR determination of v1n5 endpoint

Amplification of CG5632 in app1

Cycle

60 seconds @ 95°C
25 cycles of 60 seconds @ 62°C
60 seconds @ 68°C
30 seconds @ 95°C
35 cycles of 30 seconds @ 56°C
6minutes @ 68°C
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minutes. The tissue was then washed 2x 2 minutes in PBT containing 2mg/mL
glycine, then 2x 5 minutes in PBT. The tissue was then post-fixed in 4%
formaldehyde for 20mm. The fixative was washed off with 3X 5 min washes of PBT.
The tissue was rinsed in 50%PBT; 50% RNA hybridization solution (50% formamide,
5X SSC, 100pgImL heparin, 1OOtg/mL sonicated salmon sperm DNA and 0.1%
Tween), then prehybridized for 2hours at 56°C in the hybridization solution.
The Digoxigenin (DIG)-labelled RNA probe was made using the DIG RNA
labeling kit from Roche, using T7, T3 and/or SP6 RNA polymerase, depending on
the cDNA template. 5p,L of the final probe solution was used in the procedure. The
DIG labeled probe was denatured by heating to 80°C for 3min then placed on ice for
5 minutes. The denatured probe was added to 200tL fresh hybridization solution,
and placed on the prehybridized tissue. Hybridization was carried out at 56°C for 16
hours. After hybridization, the hybridization solution was removed from the tissue
and replaced with fresh hybridization solution at 56°C, and washed for 30 minutes. A
1:1 wash of hybridization solution and PBT was carried out for another 30 minutes.
Finally the tissue was washed with four 5-minute washes of PBT at 56°C. The tissue
was then cooled to room temperature and incubated for 10 minutes in 400 j.iL PBTB
(IX PBS, 0.1% Tween 20, 0.5% milk powder). The tissue was then incubated
overnight at 4°C

in

500m1

PBTB+anti-digoxigenin conjugated to alkaline

phosphatase, preabsorbed against fixed embryos and diluted to 1:2000 (Roche).
The antibody was then removed and the tissue was washed 5X 5 minutes in PBTB.
The tissue was then rinsed once in freshly prepared alkaline phosphatase (AP)
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staining buffer (100mM NaCl, 50mM MgCl 2, 100mM Tris pH 9.5, and 0.1%
Tween20), then washed 3X 5 minutes in the AP buffer. The staining solution was
prepared by pre-mixing 500tL of AP buffer with 4.5tL BCIP (5-bromo-4-chloro-3indolyl-phosphate 4-toluidine) and 3.5tL NBT (nitro-blue tetrazolium) per reaction.
5O0tL of staining solution was added to each sample, wrapped in foil and allowed to
incubate for 20 minutes in the dark to prevent light bleaching. After an appropriate
level of staining was achieved, the reaction was stopped by washing 2X 5minutes in
AP buffer, then three five minute washes in PBT. The tissue was then mounted in
80% glycerol and placed on amicroscope slide.

2.5 Histology, light and scanning electron microscopy
Adult cuticle was stored and dissected in SH (70% ethanol, 30% glycerol).
Legs and wings were dissected using Dumont #5 forceps. After dissection, the
tissue was rinsed in Gurr's Aquamount (BDH Laboratory Supplies, Inc.) before
mounting in fresh Gurr's.
Photomicroscopy was carried out on a Leica DMRE photomicroscope using
Kodachrome slide film, ASA 400. Slides were scanned using a Polaroid Sprintscan
4000 slide scanner set at 1200 dpi input resolution using Adobe Photoshop. After
adjusting light levels using auto levels, final resolution was set to 300 dpi.
Scanning electron microscopy was carried out on a Philips/FEI ESEM
scanning electron microscope (Microscopy and Imaging Facility, University of
Calgary). Samples were quick frozen at -70°C and mounted on an SEM platform. All
images were captured digitally and adjusted using Adobe Photoshop.
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2.6 Antibody staining and laser scanning microscopy
The antibody staining protocol was modified from Pattatucci and Kaufman
(1991). Larval and pupal heads were dissected in ice-cold IX PBS (140mM NaCl,
7mM Na 2HPO4,3mM KH 2PO 4)and stored on ice for no longer than 30 minutes. The
tissue was fixed in ice-cold 4% formaldehyde (Polysciences, I
nc) in PBS for 20
minutes. The tissue was then washed 3times in 2mL BBX-250 (250mM NaCl, 7mM
Na 2HPO4,3mM KH 2PO 4,0.1% w/v BSA, 0.2% w/v Triton-X1 00). The final wash
included 100tL (5%) Normal Horse Serum (NHS) as a blocking agent. The primary
antibody was added to the tissue in afinal volume of 100tL BBX-250, with 5% NHS.
The concentration of the antibody was specified by the manufacturer, and is listed in
Table 7. The tissue was rocked overnight on aNutator.
The tissue was washed five times for 15 minutes in BBX-250 to remove
unbound antibody. The tissue was then blocked twice for 30 minutes with 20pt NHS
in 500tL BBX-250. The tissue was then incubated with the proper secondary
antibody (Table 7) in 5001.tL BBX-250 with 201tL NHS for 90 minutes. The unbound
secondary was removed with four 5 minutez washes of BBX25O. The tissue was
equilibrated in S!owfade Light antifade reagent in glycerol (Molecular Probes). Laser
scanning microscopy was carried out on all samples using a Zeiss AxiovertlOOM
laser-scanning microscope. All images were converted to TIFF files using the
lmageJ software. All image analysis was done using Adobe Photoshop.
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Table 7: Primary and Secondary antibodies

rat a-Ser

Working
Concentration
1/5

goat a-Ser
mouse a-[3ga1

1/100
1/100

Antibody

Antibody
488
donkey
Alexafluor
a-mouse
Alexafluor 488 chicken a-goat
goat a-rat Cy3
Alexafluor 534 chicken a-goat

Source
K. Irvine, Rutgers, NJ State University,
US (Papayannopoulos etal., 1998)
Santa Cruz Biotech.
Molecular Probes

Working
Concentration
1/500

Source

1/500
1/400
1/500

Molecular Probes
Jackson lmmunoresearch (Inc.)
Molecular Probes

Molecular Probes
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Genetic and molecular analysis of app
The original allele of approximated (app) was isolated in 1935 as a
spontaneous mutant with leg defects including a characteristically swollen fourth
tarsal segment and an incomplete or absent T213 joint (Bridges, 1935). Closer
examination revealed the frequent presence of ectopic joints in tarsal segments one,
three and four (Figure 7H) (Held, et al., 1986). These leg phenotypes are seen in
planar cell polarity mutants such as dsh, fj and the Fz pathway mutants dsh and pk.
Additionally, like other PCP mutants, the app mutation manifests itself in other
tissues. The wing is smaller, and the cross-veins form closer together compared to
wild type (Figure 7F). This phenotype is similar to ds and fj mutants. Mutations in
app also affect the eyes, with mutations leading to smaller and flatter eyes. Finally,
the posterior scutellar bristles are further apart in app mutants (Lindsey and Zimm,
1992).
Iexamined the ectopic joint structure observed in app legs using light
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (Figure 8H,l,J). A cuticular
invagination was observed the T4 segment of the leg and was not associated with
any bristles (Figure 8H,l). Closer examination revealed that the ectopic joint was
much smaller than an endogenous joint and not well differentiated (Figure 8J).
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Figure 7: The app phenotype
All legs and wings are oriented such that distal is to the right.
(A) OR tarsal region, representing wild-type. The OR tarsal region has five
tarsal segments and five tarsal joints (B) app 1tarsal region. The app 1tarsus
has four wild-type endogenous joints and apartial fusion at T2/3. Additionally,
the T3 and T4 segments have partial ectopic joints in the middle of the
segment. (C) app 14 tarsal region. The appEl4 tarsus has four wild-type
endogenous joints and aloss of the T2 segment. Additionally, the T3 and T4
frequently (in this example only T4 is present) have partial ectopic joints in the
middle of the segment. (D) appMR tarsal region. The appMR tarsus has four
wild-type endogenous joints and a loss of the T2 segment. Additionally, the
T3 and T4 frequently (in this example only T4 is present) have partial ectopic
joints in the middle of the segment. (E) fj1tarsal region. The ff tarsus has four
wild-type endogenous joints and aloss of the T2 segment (F) OR wing blade.
The distance between the anterior and posterior cross-vein is an indicator of
the P/D pattern. The black bar qualitatively indicates an average distance
between the two cross-veins. (G) app 1wing blade. The distance between the
anterior and posterior cross-vein is foreshortened when compared to the OR
distance. (H) Higher magnification of the cuticular invagination present in T4
in app 1 (I) An scanning electron micrograph of the T3-T5 tarsal region in
app 1/Df (3L) BK9. The white arrowhead indicates the T3/T4 endogenous joint
and is wild-type in appearance. The black arrowhead indicates the ectopic
joint in the middle of T4. It has the appearance of an invagination in the
cuticle and does not appear to be well differentiated into ajoint. (J) A close-up
of the ectopic joint from (I). The ectopic joint is not associated with any
bristles or the endogenous joint.

Legend

4 wild-type joint
*

joint fusion

*

segment loss

p ectopic joint
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Ihad two additional alleles of

app

available to use in this study.

isolated as a spontaneous mutation (Bridges, 1935).

appEl4

appMR

was

arose in a P-element

mutagenesis screen as an adult viable allele exhibiting the characteristic
and leg phenotype (Brook, 1994).

app 1

app

wing

was isolated during the course of this study

as a result of a male-recombination induced mutagenesis event (see below). An
additional allele,

app 61° , was

lost from the stock available from the Bloomington

Stock Center and was not included in this analysis.

3.1.1 Comparison of app alleles and genetic complementation tests.
To determine the relative strength of the

app

alleles, the alleles were crossed

to one another and to deficiencies known or likely to be deleted for

app

(Flybase,

2003). The strength of each allele was gauged on the basis of the degree of the loss
of joint phenotype at T2/3 as well as other joints, if appropriate. The genetic data
from the phenotypic and complementation analysis is found in Table 8.
There was arange of leg phenotypes observed within the three alleles of

app.

All three alleles contained the previously described ectopic joints in the tarsal
regions 3and 4, as well as the swollen T4 (Figure 8). In

app 1

Iobserved apartial to

complete fusion of the T2/3 joint, with avery rare partial fusion at T4/5 (Figure 813). I
found that in all

appEl4

and

app mR

there was a complete loss of the T2/T3 joint

(Figure 8C,D). However, Idetermined that the loss of joint phenotype in the strong
app

alleles,

appEl4

and

app mR

was coupled with the loss of the T2 segment. The

bristle indicating the segment boundary is lost proximal to the joint fusion compared
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to awild-type leg (Figure 8C,D). This is similar to fj mutant alleles that also lose the
T2 segment (Figure 8; compare C and D with E). This observation suggests that the
changes in the same underlying mechanism may be causing the fj and
segment phenotype in the T2 segment.
partial joint fusion in
app 1

appM

app

loss of

Finally, Iobserved that there was rare

at the T4/5 joint.

homozygotes showed the weakest penetrance, with only 37% complete

loss of the T2/3 joint, and a 4% loss of the T415 joint in addition to the T213 joint.
Both

appEl4 and appMR

showed a 100% loss of the T213 joint, as well as the loss of

the T213 segment. When

app 1

was crossed to either of the other two alleles,

complete loss of the T213 joint was observed in all legs. Additionally,
aslight increase in penetrance when placed over

appM

appEl4

and deficiencies, with a3%

loss of the T4/T5 joint over Df (3L) v1n7 and a 10% loss of T4/T5 over
phenotype of

appMR

showed

appM.

The

was also mildly increased when placed over deficiencies, with a

loss of the T4/15 joint in 7% of legs when placed over Df (3L) FIO. As aresult, it was
determined that the spectrum of strengths of
strongest,

app 1 << app E14

crosses to

app

≤

appMR,

app

alleles was, from weakest to

with each behaving as a hypomorph in the

deficiencies. However, Iobserved that app MR acted as an antimorph

when crossed to

appEl4,

enhancing the loss of T4/5 phenotype greater than

appET4

/

Df. Finally, each allele was determined to be recessive, based on crosses back to
the wild-type stock Oregon-R.
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Table 8: Joint phenotypes of app mutants.
One prothoracic leg was taken from an individual male and scored; therefore
nequals the number of individuals.
Genotype

n

# of tarsal joints per leg
5
4
3
0%(0/30)
(30/30) 0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
(30/30) 0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
(30/30) 0%(0/30)
(30/30) 0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
(30/30) 0%(0/30)

ectopic joints
0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)

30
30
30
30
30

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

app MR
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30
30

43%(21/49)
0%(0/30)
0%(0130)

33% (16/49)
100% (30/30)
93%(28/30)

4%(2/49)
0%(0/30)
7%(2/30)

98%(48/49)
100% (30/30)
100% (30/30)

app 1IDf(3L) v1n6
app 1/Df(3L)vin 7
app 1/Df(3L)FIO
app 1/Df(3L)BK9

30
30
73
49

0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
7%(5/73)
0%(0/49)

100% (30/30)
100% (30/30)
93%(68/73)
92%(45/49)

0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
0%(0/73)
8%(4/49)

100%
100%
100%
100%

(30/30)
(30/30)
(73/73)
(49/49)

appEl 4IDf(3L) v1n6

appEl4/Df(3L) yin 7
appEl 4IDf(3L)BK9
appEl 4IDf(3L)FIO

30
30
39
37

0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
0%(0/39)
0%(0/37)

100% (30/30)
97%(29/30)
100% (39/39)
100% (37/37)

0%(0/30)
3%(1/30)
0%(0/39)
0%(0/37)

100%
100%
100%
100%

(30/30)
(30/30)
(39/39)
(37/37)

appM/Df(3L)F1O

30

0%(0/30)

93%(28/30)

7%(2/30)

100%(0/30)

app 'lapp E14
apph/appM

30
30
30

0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)

100% (30/30)
100% (30/30)
90%(27/30)

0%(0/30)
0%(0/30)
10%(3/30)

90%(27/30)
100% (30/30)
100% (30/30)

+1+
app 1/+
app E141+
app M/+

Df(3L) yin 7/-i-

app 1
app E14

appEl 4IappM
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3.1.2 Notch pathway gene expression in app
The phenotype of the app mutants in the leg involved the loss of one joint and the
addition of partial ectopic joints in the middle of the segments of tarsal regions 3and
4. In order to determine if the joint phenotypes were due to changes in Notch
signaling, Iassayed the molecular expression patterns of the Notch pathway ligands
Ser and DI as well as Mg. Additionally, Iassayed the presence of Notch activation in
the app mutant leg using the expression of 13-galactosidase from an enhancer trap
inserted into adownstream target of Notch activation, big brain (bib). The enhancer
trap faithfully acts as an indicator of Notch activation in the joint regions of the tarsus
(de Celis etal., 1998).
The wild-type distribution of Ser in the tarsus is in aset of concentric rings just
proximal to each of the presumptive joints (Figure 8A,C). In app mutants, Ser levels
in individual rings were lower or lost altogether, depending on the strength of the
allele. Additionally, there is no detectable ectopic expression of Ser in the middle of
the tarsal segments in the mutants (Figure 8B,D), which was a possible explanation
for the ectopic joint phenotype observed in tarsal segments 1, 3 and 4. In app', the
ring of Ser expression that corresponds to the T2/3 joint is reduced when compared
to wild-type expression (Figure 813). In comparison, the loss of T213 Ser expression
is complete in

appM

(Figure 8D). No other region of Ser expression is lost in either

of the mutants. However the overall levels of Ser expression appears to be reduced
in other segments. This compares well with the phenotype observed in the two
alleles. In app 1 there is only a partial loss of the T213 joint corresponding to apartial
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loss of Ser expression required for the T213 joint. In

appMR,

there is acomplete loss

of the T2/3 Ser expression corresponding to the loss of T2/3 in the adult leg.
DI expression was assayed by the use of an enhancer trap insertion in the DI
gene that expressed IacZ in aDI pattern (Figure 8E). The wild-type expression of DI
is similar to that of Ser, with a high level of DI expression just proximal to the
presumptive joint region in the tarsus. However, there are also low levels of DI
expressed in the interjoint region of the tarsus (Bishop etal., 1999). There was a
loss of a ring of DI expression in a strong

app

mutant as compared to wild-type

(Figure 817) corresponding with the loss of the T2 segment in the strong

app

mutant.

No other regions of DI were lost in this example. However, there is a genetic
interaction between

app

and the DI-IacZ allele that is not evident here but causes

segments in addition to T2 to be lost (see below).
In awild-type leg, bib-IacZ expression is restricted to the presumptive joints in
the tarsus, indicating the joint inducing Notch activation (de Cells et al., 1998).
However, in

appEl4,

!acZ expression was lost in the region of the leg disc

corresponding to the T2/3 joint. Additionally, low levels of ectopic IacZ expression
were observed in the middle of segment 3and 4(Figure 8H).
The expression of fng was assayed using in-situ hybridization to fng mRNA. It
had been postulated that fng may be part of the mechanism behind regulating the
asymmetry of the Ser signal in the leg because of its ability to inhibit the interaction
between Ser and Notch (Bishop

et

aL, 1999). Therefore, it could be apossible
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Figure 8: The molecular phenotype of Notch pathway expression in app
All leg discs are 4-6 hours after puparium formation (APF). All leg discs are oriented
such that distal is to the right.
(A, C) Ser expression in awild-type leg. Five rings of tarsal expression correspond
to the five joints found in the adult leg. Each ring is numbered according to what
segment it is found in. Each Ser ring corresponds to the joint distal to the Ser
expression domain. For example, the TI domain contributes to the formation of the
TI/T2 joint. The TI and T5 expression domains have unique morphologies and can
be identified on that basis. The rest of the expression domains are identified on the
basis of its relative position to TI and T5. (B) Ser expression in an app 1 leg. The ring
of expression in T2 is gapped and reduced compared to wild-type expression (blue
arrow) .The remaining stripes have reduced expression. (D) Ser expression in an
appM leg. The ring of expression in T2 is lost (red asterisk). The remaining stripes
have reduced expression when compared to wild-type. (E) DI expression in awildtype leg, as assayed by the expression of IacZ caused by an insertion of a /acZ
reporter gene in the DI locus. Five rings of tarsal expression correspond to the five
joints found in the adult leg. DI expression is found in a larger expression domain
than Ser in the tarsal segments. Each DI expression ring corresponds to the joint
distal to the DI expression domain. For example, the TI domain contributes to the
formation of the TI/T2 joint. The TI and T5 expression domains have unique
morphologies and can be identified on that basis. The rest of the expression
domains are identified on the basis of its relative position to TI and T5. (F) DI
expression in a strong mutant app leg. The T2 segment is missing, based both on
morphology and the loss of a DI expression domain (red asterisk). All other
expression domains appear wild-type. (G) bib expression in awild-type leg, assayed
by IacZ expression. bib-IacZ is expressed in the presumptive joint region of each
tarsal segment as a result of Notch activation. Each bib-IacZ expression ring
corresponds to the joint where the bib-IacZ expression domain is, and is numbered
as such. For example, the TI domain contributes to the formation of the TI/T2 joint.
The TI and T5 expression domains have unique morphologies and can be identified
on that basis. The rest of the expression domains are identified on the basis of its
relative position to TI and T5. (H) bib expression in an appEl4 leg. The bib-IacZ
domain is lost from T2 (red asterisk). All other endogenous domains appear wildtype. There is an ectopic ring of bib-IacZ expression in T4 (blue arrow) that is not
associated with the endogenous T3 or T4 stripe, as it is an independent ring that
goes around the leg as evident when these legs are examined using confocal
microscopy. (I) fng expression in awild-type tarsus, assayed by in-situ hybridization
of the fng transcript. fng is expressed in rings proximal to the presumptive joint
region of each tarsal segment. There are six domains of fng expression, which can
be identified on the basis of the morphology of the leg. (J) fng expression in an
appEl4 leg. There are five domains of fng expression, since the T2 tarsal region is
lost in these legs. fng expression appears wild-type in the remaining segments.
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mechanism of how app regulates Notch expression through fng. The wild-type
expression pattern of fng is similar to Ser and DI, concentric rings just proximal to
the presumptive joint region (Figure 81). No detectable difference was seen in fng
transcript levels between wild-type and

appEl4,

indicating that fng is not affected in

app mutants and probably is not regulated by app (Figure 8J).
The expression patterns of the Notch pathway suggest an underlying
molecular cause of the app leg phenotype. The overall lowered or complete loss of
Ser expression observed in app 1 and app mR and the complete loss of DI expression
corresponding to the T2 in astrong app mutant, coupled with the loss of bib reporter
activity in the T213 joint region in app El4 is consistent with the loss of joint phenotype
and loss of segment phenotype observed in the respective app alleles. The loss of
Notch activation in the 12/3 joint is asecondary consequence of the loss of Ser and
DI expression. The ectopic Notch activation in the T3 and T4 segments proximal to
the ring of Ser expression is consistent with the ectopic joint phenotype seen in the
app leg, since Notch activation in the tarsal region leads to joint formation. This
molecular phenotype is consistent with other mutations that cause ectopic joint
formation, such as dsh 1 (Bishop etal., 1999). Hence, both the loss of joint T213 or
the loss of 12 and gain of joints in 13 and T4 can be explained by the underlying
changes in the regulation of the Notch pathway.
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3.2 Genetic interactions of app with Ser and DI
Iwanted to test if app interacted with members of the Notch pathway, since
joint development is Notch pathway dependent and the app phenotype involves both
the loss and gain of joints. Iused adominant interaction approach with both Ser and
DI, since asimilar approach had been successfully used to show that Ser enhances
weak alleles of fj (Buckles et al., 2001).

The alleles of Ser and DI, Se?'106 and

DI°5151 respectively, that Iused were both loss-of-function homozygous lethal before
the third instar larval stage of development. Neither allele has aleg phenotype when
heterozygous. However, Ifound that both Ser and DI mutants enhance the app loss
of joint phenotype when heterozygous in an app homozygous mutant background
(Table 9). The loss of one copy of Ser in amutant app background retained the loss
of the 12 segment and in 79% of the resulting progeny other endogenous joints were
lost. The ectopic joints are also suppressed in the same 79% that show a loss of
joint other than T2/3. The joint fusion phenotype was quite variable in the Ser
heterozygote. In all cases where joint fusion occurred, the 14/5 joint was partially or
completely fused. Additionally, 30% of legs showed aloss of the T2/3, T4/5 and TI/2
joints. Finally, 10% of the legs had aloss of the TI /2; T2/3; T3/4 and T415 joints. The
T2 segment loss was also observed in the

appMR

DJO 5l
5h/ appEl 4 mutants in all cases.

The loss of one copy of DI resulted in the loss of segments T2 and T4 in 87% of the
resulting progeny and the loss of the ectopic joints in all cases. The other 13% had a
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Table 9: app genetically interacts with the Notch pathway.
nis the number of individuals that one prothoracic leg was dissected from and
counted. The loss of joint is defined as apartial or complete fusion of the joint
at that position on the leg. Under tarsal profile, seg indicates the segment lost
and joint indicates what joint was lost and freq. indicates the frequency that
that seg or joint was lost. All genetic interactions are significant at P<O.001 by
the x2 test (Spatz, 1996).
Genotype

n

tarsal profile (segments/joints)

4/3

5/5

4/4

freq

seg

freq

T2

100

4/2

seg
joint

freq

T2
14/5

10

T2
T4/5

39

(%)

seg
joint

4/1

freq

(%)

seg

j
oint

3/3 11,

freq

(%)

100
E14

90

app
pp

RP

Df 5151,
appE l4

T2
T4'5
T1/2

3'071
111_
1
66

app MR

D/°5151/

app E14

1

Se,

/+

++

106

30

100

3
T2
Ti /2
T3/4
T4/5

Twt

10

seg
joint

freq

(%)
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Figure 9: Ser and DI interact with app in adominant manner.
All legs are oriented such that distal is to the right.
(A) An OR leg, representing wild-type. A wild-type tarsus contains five joints (B) An
appEl4 leg has four segments and four joints, with the T2 segment
lost. The remaining endogenous joints are wild-type. The app leg also has an
ectopic joint present in T4. (C) An example of aweak dominant interaction between
app and Ser. T2 is lost in this leg. However, the T4/T5 joint is also partially fused.
Furthermore, the ectopic joints have been suppressed. (D) An example of a strong
dominant interaction between app and Ser. 12 is still lost in this leg. However, the
T314 and T415 joints are fused, leaving only a small cuticular invagination.
Furthermore, the ectopic joints have been suppressed. (E) An example of a weak
dominant interaction between app and Di. The T2 segment is still lost in this leg.
However, the T4/T5 joint is also partially fused. Furthermore, the ectopic joints have
been suppressed. (F) An example of astrong dominant interaction between DI and
app. The T2 segment is lost in this leg. Additionally, the 14 segment is lost in this leg
as well. The ectopic joints are also suppressed.
app E14 leg. The

Leqend

'4

wild-type joint

*

joint fusion

*

segment loss

p ectopic joint
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partial joint fusion at T4/15. In both the case of Ser and DI, loss of joint phenotypes
were not observed in flies heterozygous for both app and Ser or DI.
Representative phenotypes of the dominant interactions are presented in
Figure 9. In

a ppEl 4Ser

'bO 6 /appEl4 mutant legs, there is a segment loss in T2

contributed by the app mutation (Figure 913). There is also aspectrum of joint loss at
other regions, from the partial loss of T4/5 (Figure 9C) to the complete loss of joints
distal to TI/2 (Figure 9D). Additionally, the ectopic joints observed in T3 and T4 in
the app mutant are lost. In

appMR

DI°5151 /appEl4, the T2 segment is lost. Additionally

aspectrum of joint fusion and segment loss was seen in mutant legs, from the partial
fusion of the T4/T5 joint (Figure 9E) to the complete loss of two segments (Figure
9F). Leg length is also reduced in these mutant legs.
This interaction between Ser or DI and app supports the model that the joint
defects in app are due to the reduction of the levels of Notch activation in the leg of
app mutants. The differences in phenotype between the DI and Ser genetic
interactions also support this model. Removing one copy of Ser results in the loss of
joints but not segments in a mutant app background, similar to loss of function Ser
mutants. Conversely, removing one copy of DI results in the loss of segments in a
mutant app background. However, the differences in phenotype may arise from the
same cause. app may act to maintain or increase DI and Ser levels and its mutation
leads to a reduction in the levels of both Ser and DI. Therefore, the joints and
segments have been sensitized to the loss of DI or Ser. Removing one copy of Ser
or DI reduces levels further, leading to a loss of joints or segments, respectively.
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Furthermore, the loss of ectopic joints in the genetic interactions between app and
both DI and Ser suggested that the ectopic joints were also sensitive to the loss of
endogenous DI and Ser. Overall, these results indicate arequirement for app at the
other tarsal joints and suggest that app may be involved in regulating the Notch
pathway to prevent ectopic joint formation.

3.3 Genetic interactions of app with ft, ds and fj.

Based on the similarity of the phenotype of app to the phenotypes of
members of the PCP pathway, Ipredicted that app might play a role in the PCP
pathway. To test this, Iconstructed stocks that contained the PCP mutants fj, ft, ds,
pk, and dsh in an app mutant background. Many of these genes share a common
phenotype with app.
The loss-of-function phenotypes of fj and ds resemble app, with strong
hypomorphic and null alleles exhibiting a loss of the T213 segment boundary and
joint. The ft hypomorph has no joint phenotype but was included in this study
because it interacts with fj and ds in the eye and the wing. Ifound that introducing fj,
ft or ds mutations into a homozygous app background increased the severity of the
app phenotype and caused novel loss of joint phenotypes in the resulting progeny
(Table 10). The ft allele is hypomorphic and viable with no adult leg phenotype
(Mohr, 1929), whereas the fj(Buckles etal., 2001) and ds (Clark etal., 1995) alleles
are strong hypomorphs, with the loss of the 12/3 joint. Additionally the ft/+, ds/+, and
fj/+ animals had no observable leg phenotype.
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Table 10: app genetically interacts with fj, ft, and ds.
nis the number of individuals that one prothoracic leg was dissected from and
counted. The loss of joint is defined as apartial or complete fusion of the joint
at that position on the leg. Tarsal profile indicates the phenotype of the leg
(how many segments and joints the leg has), segment indicates what
segments were lost and joint indicates what joints was lost in the genetic
interaction. freq. indicates the frequency that that joint was lost. All genetic
interactions are significant at P<O.001 by the x2 test (Spatz, 1996).
tarsal profile (segment/joint)
5/5
freq

(%)
app

90

4/4
seg
freq.
joint
T2

4/3
seg
joints

4/2
freq

seg
joint

freq

100

T2
T314

10

T2
T314
T415
T2
T1/2
T415

6
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Figure 10: fj, ds and ft interact with app in adominant manner.
All legs are oriented such that distal is to the right.
(A) An appEl4 leg The appEl4 leg has four segments and four joints, with the
T2 segment lost. The remaining endogenous joints are wild-type. The app leg
also has an ectopic joints present in T4. (B) A fj 1 leg. The fj leg has four
segments and four joints, with the T2 segment lost. The remaining
endogenous joints are wild-type. (C) An example of the dominant interaction
between fj and app. The T2 segment is lost, and the T4/T5 joint is partially
fused. The remaining joints are wild-type. An ectopic joint is still present in T4.
(D) An example of the dominant interaction between ft and app. The T2
segment is lost, and the T4/T5 joint is partially fused. The remaining joints are
wild-type. An ectopic joint is still present in T4. (E) An example of the
dominant interaction between ds and app. The T2 segment is lost, and the
T4/T5 joint is partially fused. The remaining joints are wild-type. An ectopic
joint is still present in T4. (F) An example of a strong dominant interaction
between ds and app. The T2 segment is lost, and the T1/T2 joint is fused.
The remaining joints are wild-type. An ectopic joint is still present in T4. (G)
An example of a fj; app double mutant. All joints distal to TI/T2 are lost. It
appears that the ectopic joint in T4 still remains. (H) An example of aft; app
double mutant. The TI/12 and T4/15 joints are lost. The T4/5 joint still has a
small cuticular invagination present. The T213 joint remains lost. The ectopic
joint in T4 is still present.
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What was observed in all cases was that additional joints were lost in a
stereotypical pattern. Whereas all of the progeny maintained the T2 segment loss,
additional joint losses usually occurred at the T415 joint first, then the T112 or T314
joint. The Ti/TI joint was never fused (Figure 10). The

q1/+;

appEl4

interaction was

the weakest. In 15% of the animals, an additional fusion occurred at the T4/T5 joint
(Figure bC), while the other 10% occurred in the T3/T4 joint. The ft1/+;

appEl4

showed the strongest interaction, with 90% of animals showing an interaction. All of
these animals had afused T4/T5 (Figure IOD) joint, but 6% had afused T3/T4 joint
as well, whereas 10% had an additional fused TI/T2 joint.

The ds38 kl+ ; appEl 4

animals showed interactions in 43% of the legs, with 41% of the interactions
occurring as a partial or complete fusion of the T4115 joint (Figure bE), and 2%
occurring as a partial or complete fusion of TI/12 joint (Figure IOF). In all cases the
partial ectopic joints found in

app

were observed in the dominant interactions.

Double homozygous animals in all cases were rare and died as pharate
adults. In cases where a double homozygous animal was observed in the
interactions between

app

heterozygous ft and fj in an
joint. The

ff;

appEl4

and fj or ft, the joint fusion was more severe than
app

mutant background and occurred in more than one

double mutant has only two joints, the Ti/TI and TI/T2 joints

and a partial ectopic or wild-type joint near the T4/5 joint region (Figure 11G). A
representative

if';

appEl4

double mutant has only the Ti/TI and T3/4 joints. The T4/5

joint is still present as acuticular invagination. As well, the ectopic partial joint in T4
is still present in this leg (Figure 11 H). In all of the genetic interactions, the length of
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the leg is not qualitatively different than

appEl4

legs. Additionally, segments other

than T2 are not lost, as indicated by the presence of apical bristles along the leg
where joints are fused.
These genetic interactions suggest that ft, ds, fj and app are required in all
tarsal joints, even though their single mutant phenotypes only have T213 fusions. It
indicated that the four genes might be partially redundant in the regulation of joint
formation, since the removal of two caused the fusion of joints additional to the T213
segment. Alternately, some of the alleles used in this study were hypomorphic and
the interaction phenotype may be due to an enhancement of apathway phenotype
The loss of joint phenotypes did not extend to the ectopic joints. It appeared
that the ectopic partial joints observed in app were not enhanced or suppressed in
the double mutants, suggesting that the ectopic joint phenotype may result from
another function of app independent of ft, ds, and U.
3.4 app interacts with pk and dsh

Ialso examined interactions involving app and dsh and pk, because they
share an ectopic joint phenotype with app, albeit of greater strength; both dsh and pk
have full ectopic joints in tarsal segments 2, 3 and 4 and a partial joint in I(Figure
IIC,D). However, there is no joint fusion observed in any of the endogenous or
normal joints. The similarity with app suggested that they might interact in acommon
pathway. dsh also has arole in Wnt signaling, however Ichose an allele of dsh, dsh 1
that was POP specific.
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Iobserved that in both the dsh 1;app ' and

p/PIl ; appEl4

double homozygotes, extra

joint fusion occurred and the ectopic joint phenotype strongly resembled the app
ectopic joint phenotype (Table II). In 98% of dsh 1;app 1 and 100% of pk"
animals, the T415 joint was fused. In pk'';
fusion of the T2/3 joint as observed in the

appEI4

appEl4.

1;appEI 4

this was coupled with a 100%

In the dsh 1;app 1 animals there

was a75% fusion of the T213 joint, which is asignificant difference at P<0.001 by the

x2test between the

double mutant and the

app 1

single homozygote (Figure 1IA). As

well, in 6% of the dsh 1;app 1 legs assayed, Iobserved a joint fusion at T314.
Representative phenotypes of the double mutants are presented in Figure II. Both
the dsh and pk double mutants with app were adult viable, adifference between the
interactions between the Fz pathway and ft, ds and fj. In dsh 1;app 1 homozygous
mutant legs, the ectopic joints are repressed and partial ectopic joints were only
observed in T4. The phenotype of the double mutant legs where interactions
occurred ranged from the partial loss of the T4115 joint (Figure II E) to the complete
loss of all tarsal joints distal to the TI/T2 joint (Figure 11F).
Iobserved that pk interacted with

appEl4

in a dominant manner to give a

strong loss-of-joint phenotype. A representative leg from that interaction (Figure
11 G) shows partial joint fusions in TI /2 and 14/5 as well as the complete loss of the
T2/3 segment, as seen in the app mutant (Figure 11 B). There is no enhancement or
suppression of the app ectopic joint phenotype in these animals. The ectopic joints
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Table 11: app genetically interacts with the Fz pathway
n is the number of individuals that one prothoracic leg was dissected from
and counted. The loss of joint is defined as apartial or complete fusion of the
joint at that position on the leg. Under tarsal profile, segment indicates what
segment was lost and joint indicates what joint was lost. freq. indicates the
frequency that that joint was lost. All genetic interactions are significant at
P<O.001 by the x2 test (Spatz, 1996).
tarsal profile (segment/joints)

Genotype
freq
(%)

joint

5/4

freq

(%)

joints

freq
(%)

4/4,

seg
joint

_4/3
freq
seg freq
(%)
joint (%)

100
app

90

12/3

100

T2

T2/3;
14/5

T4/5

pk'1 ;appEl4

dsh
:pkP t0l

17

4

100
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Figure 11: pk and dsh interact with app.
All legs and leg discs are oriented such that distal is to the right.
(A) An app' leg. The app' leg has five segments and four joints, with the
T2/T3 joint lost. The remaining endogenous joints are wild-type. The app leg
also has and ectopic joints present in T3. (B) An appEl4 leg. The app 4 leg
has four segments and four joints, with the T2 segment lost. The remaining
endogenous joints are wild-type. The app leg also has ectopic joints present
in T4. (C) A dsh' leg. The dsh' mutant has all five endogenous joints.
However, it also has ectopic joints in T2, T3 and T4. These ectopic joints
resemble the endogenous joints in that they are complete joints that divide
the circumference of the leg. (D) A pks1l leg. The pk'' mutant leg
resembles the dsh' leg. (E) An example of aweak interaction between dsh
and app. The double mutant leg has joint fusions in T213 and 14/5.
Additionally the ectopic joints observed in the dsh' mutant are suppressed.
Only asmall cuticular invagination is present in the T4 segment of the leg. (F)
An example of a strong interaction between dsh and app. All joints distal to
the TI/12 joint are fused, leaving only small cuticular invaginations.
Furthermore, the ectopic joints have been suppressed. (G) An example of a
dominant interaction between pk81)el and app. The T2 segment is still lost.
The TI /T2 and T4/T5 joints are fused. The ectopic joint in T4 is still present.
(H) An example of the interaction in apk'° '; appEl4 double mutant. The T2
segment is still lost. The T4/15 joint is fused. The ectopic joints observed in
pksP!el are suppressed, leaving only cuticular invaginations reminiscent of the
app phenotype. (I) Expression of Ser in a wild-type background. There are
five rings of expression corresponding to the five tarsal segments. Each ring
is number to reflect the tarsal segment to which it corresponds.
(J)
Expression of Ser in a p k°''; appEl4 double mutant background. The
expression of Ser in TI and T2 is lost (white asterisks), and the expression in
T3 and 14 is lowered.
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A wild-type joint
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joint fusion
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ectopic joint

pksple -1
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in T4 and T3 appear morphologically the same as in app alone. The loss of joint
phenotype was strengthened when asecond mutant copy of pk was introduced into
the fly (Figure II H). Joint fusion occurred at various joints but always included the
T213 joint. Ectopic joints were still observed. However, these resembled the partial
ectopic joints in app and not the complete ones in pk. As well, leg length in both the
dsh and pk double mutant with app was similar to app and segments were not lost.
Iexamined Ser expression in the

pk'1;

appEl4

double mutant. Ipredicted

that Ser would be lost in the double mutant legs because in all of the genetic
interactions with ft, ds, fj, dsh or pk, the legs exhibit the Ser loss-of-function
phenotype: loss of joints without a loss of segments. Furthermore, the app
phenotype is caused by aloss of Ser expression in the T2 tarsal region. Therefore it
was quite likely that the loss of joint was a result of a loss of Ser in other tarsal
regions. In the

appEl4

mutant, only the T2 Ser expression ring is lost; in pk'

no

observable Ser expression is lost. In the double mutant, Ser is lost in TI as well as
in 12 (Figure II J), identified using the expression of the Ti ring and the presence of
three distal rings of Ser expression as guides and assuming that T2 is lost in the
double mutant since it is lost in the app mutant and the T2113 joint is always lost in
the double mutant. (Figure II H).
The loss of Ser expression presented an explanation behind the loss of joint
phenotype in the double mutant, since the loss of Ser expression would lead to a
reduction in Notch activation and the loss of joints. Overall, the genetic interactions
between app and the PCP pathway suggested that app was required in the
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development of other joints as well, and that this requirement may be covered by
redundancies in the PCP pathway, or due to the hypomorphic nature of the mutants
that were used in this study. Finally, it suggested that the PCP pathway is required
for proper Ser expression or maintenance as well as the regulation of Notch
activation.

3.5 Molecular analysis of the Notch pathway in pk, aPCP mutant
Based on the ectopic joint phenotypes of PCP mutants pk, dsh and fz and the
loss of joint phenotype of fj and the findings from the genetic interactions with these
mutants, it was predicted that the PCP and Notch pathway interact. This hypothesis
was tested using molecular and genetic methods.
Molecularly, Notch ligand and fng levels were measured in

pk

a mutant

'' '

representative of the PCP pathway in the leg and compared to wild-type levels. It
had previously been shown in dsh' that ectopic Notch activation occurs at the site of
ectopic joint formation (Bishop et aL, 1999). However, the underlying cause to this
ectopic Notch activation was not fully addressed. Ectopic Notch activation may result
from the ectopic expression of ligands, or it may occur as a result of the loss of
regulation of the endogenous ligand expression domain. By assaying levels of both
ligands one of those possibilities could be ruled out. It was previously shown that DI
levels are the same in the dsh mutant (Bishop et al., 1999), so Iexpected no change
in pk. Iassayed fng because of its role in modulating the signal between Ser/DI and
Notch. It may have been the downstream effector of the polarity signal that the PCP
pathway acted through. Iassayed DI and fng expression levels using enhancer traps
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inserted into the respective loci that expressed IacZ in a pattern similar to their
protein expression patterns.
Ifound that Ser and fng expression were unchanged in pk °'1 when
compared to wild-type expression, whereas DI, unlike dsh which did not alter DI
(Bishop etal., 1999) expression was lost in the T2 segment

(Figure 12). Ser

expression was localized to the region proximal to the presumptive joint region, with
no ectopic expression observed in the interjoint region (Figure 12A,B). Similarly, fng
expression was localized to the same region, with no change in the levels of
expression (Figure 12C,D). DI was expressed at low levels throughout the leg disc
and upregulated in rings proximal to the presumptive joint region. The T2 segment is
lost in the pk leg disc, presumably due to the genetic interaction between pk and DI
(see below) (Figure 12E,F). Therefore, there was no change in the Notch pathway
ligands. Presumably, there is still an upregulation of Notch in the middle of the tarsal
segments due to the presence of ectopic joints in the adult. Therefore, the ectopic
joints were not caused by ectopic expression of Notch ligands but rather a loss of
regulation of Notch activation. Furthermore, the loss of regulation is independent or
in parallel with fng, since fng expression was wild-type in pk.

3.6 Genetic analysis of the Notch pathway in pk and dsh.

Even though the above results showed that Notch ligand expression is
unaffected in pk and dsh, Iwanted to test if pk and dsh genetically interacted with
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Figure 12: The molecular phenotype of Notch pathway expression in

pksI3il

All leg discs are 4-6 hours after puparium formation (APF). All leg discs are
oriented such that distal is to the right
(A)Ser expression in a wild-type leg. Five rings of tarsal expression
correspond to the five joints found in the adult leg. Each ring is numbered
according to what segment it is found in. Each Ser ring corresponds to the
joint distal to the Ser expression domain. For example, the TI domain
contributes to the formation of the TI/T2 joint. The TI and T5 expression
domains have unique morphologies and can be identified on that basis. The
rest of the expression domains are identified on the basis of its relative
position to TI and T5. (B) Ser expression in a pk" 1 leg. The expression
pattern and levels are wild-type. (C) DI expression in a wild-type leg, as
assayed by the expression of IacZ caused by an insertion of aIacZ reporter
gene in the DI locus. Five rings of tarsal expression correspond to the five
joints found in the adult leg. DI expression is found in a larger expression
domain than Ser in the tarsal segments. Each DI expression ring corresponds
to the joint distal to the DI expression domain. For example, the TI domain
contributes to the formation of the TI/12 joint. The TI and T5 expression
domains have unique morphologies and can be identified on that basis. The
rest of the expression domains are identified on the basis of its relative
position to TI and T5. (D) DI expression in a pk °'1 leg. The expression
pattern and levels are wild-type in the four segments present. However, T2 is
missing. (E) fng expression in awild-type leg, as assayed by the expression
of IacZ caused by an insertion of aIacZ reporter gene in the fng locus. Five
rings of tarsal expression correspond to the five joints found in the adult leg.
Each fng expression ring corresponds to the joint distal to the fng expression
domain. For example, the TI domain contributes to the formation of the TI/T2
joint. The TI and T5 expression domains have unique morphologies and can
be identified on that basis. The rest of the expression domains are identified
on the basis of its relative position to TI and T5. (F) fng expression in apksPI
leg. The expression pattern and levels are wild-type.
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members of the Notch pathway, since joint development is Notch pathway
dependent and the pk and dsh phenotypes involves the gain of joints at ectopic sites
in the tarsal region. Ipredicted that if a genetic interaction occurred, it would be a
suppression of the ectopic joints, since there was no indication that pk or dsh
affected the endogenous joints. Ifound that both Ser and DI interacted with

pk

'1

a dominant manner (Table 12). Surprisingly, the resulting phenotype of pk'
Ser'

106

in
1;

/+ was a loss of both ectopic and wild-type joints. In 100% of the mutant

legs examined, one or more ectopic joints were suppressed. In 88% of those same
legs, wild-type joints were also lost. However, like the interaction between app and
Ser, there was not a loss of segments. In contrast, the interaction between pk"'
and DI showed a loss of both joints and segments, much like that between app and
DI. In 63% of the animals, one or more ectopic joints were suppressed, while in 53%
of those same animals, wild-type joints were also lost.
Representative phenotypes of both interactions are in Figure 13. In the pk
homozygous, Ser heterozygous legs, aspectrum of phenotypes was observed, from
single losses of joints, such as the T4/T5 joint (Figure 13C) to the complete loss of
joints distal from the TI/T2 joint (Figure 13D). Furthermore, in all cases, the ectopic
joints characteristic of pk were partially or fully suppressed. In the pk homozygous,
DI heterozygous legs, a similar spectrum of phenotypes can be observed, from
single joint losses, such as T3/T4 (Figure 13E) to the complete loss of joints distal
from the Ti/TI joint (Figure 1317). In contrast to the Ser interaction, severe mutant
phenotypes exhibited aloss of segments as well as joints.
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Genetic epistasis experiments were carried out to confirm if the ectopic joints
found in PCP mutants required Ser. To test this, Iplaced pk and dsh each in aSer
null background. Iused Ser ' 106 flies that survive to pharate adult when placed over
a deficiency, Df(3R)D605, which uncovers the Ser locus. The combination of Ser
over Df(3R) D605 acts as a Ser null in the leg. As a result, the pharate adults from
this interaction have joint-less legs (Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). If the endogenous
Ser is required for induction of the ectopic joints in pk'

and dsh' then the ectopic

joints should be suppressed in a Ser null background. The ectopic joints of both dsh
and pk are found in the middle of each of T2, T3 and T4 and are complete joints
(Figure 13A,B). In a Ser null animal no joints are observed distal to the Ti/TI joint,
although segments are still present and the leg length is the same as wild-type
(Figure 13G).

The resulting legs from both dsh' and pk'' were nearly identical to

the loss of Ser alone (Figure 13H, I), with the loss of joints at both endogenous and
ectopic positions *ithout the loss of segment boundaries in both cases. Therefore,
this indicated that the ectopic joints in dsh and pk'' require Ser. These results
suggest that the PCP pathway is involved in not just the regulation of Notch
signaling in the leg to prevent back signaling from producing ectopic joints but it also
required to set-up or maintain Notch activation levels for proper joint formation. It
should also be noted that the disorganized leg bristle phenotype observed in the
pksPIel

leg remains in the double mutant legs, as well as the pk'''; app double

mutant legs suggesting that the mechanism behind proper bristle polarity and joint
formation is uncoupled in the leg.
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Table 12: Genetic interactions between

pks13Il

and Notch pathway members.

nis the number of individuals that one prothoracic leg was dissected from and
counted. The loss of joint is defined as apartial or complete fusion of the joint
at that position on the leg. All loss of wild-type joints occurred in legs where
ectopic joints were suppressed as well. All genetic interactions are significant
at P<O.001 by the x2 test (Spatz, 1996).

genotype
pkSPIel
p/P!e4;

D/°5151 1+

pJPIC4; st 1 e1 Ser R"06

DJ°5151 /+
st 1 e1 Ser Rx'06 /+

/+

n
30
30
32
30
30

presence of ectopic
joints
100%
31%
0%
0%
0%

loss of wild-type
joint
0%
53%
88%
0%
0%
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Figure 13: Serrate and Delta interact with

pk'

'1

and dsh

All legs are oriented such that distal is to the right.
(A) OR leg, representing wild-type. The tarsus contains five joints and five
tarsal segments. (B) A pk'' leg. The tarsus contains five endogenous joints
and five segments. Ectopic joints are found in T2, T3 and T4. (C) An example
of a weak dominant interaction between pk and Ser. The ectopic joints are
suppressed. Additionally, the T415 joint is lost. (D) An example of a strong
dominant interaction between pk and Ser. The ectopic joints are suppressed.
Additionally, all joints distal to 11/12 are lost. (E) An example of a weak
dominant interaction between pk and DI. The 11/2 and T3/4 joints are fused,
and the ectopic joints are suppressed. (F) An example of a strong dominant
interaction between pk and DI. All joints distal to the Ti/TI joint are lost and
the ectopic joints are suppressed. Additionally there are two unidentified
segments lost distal to the TI segment since two sets of apical bristles are
also lost from this leg. (G) A Ser null tarsus has no endogenous joints. (H) A
dsh 1;Ser double mutant has no endogenous joints and the ectopic joints are
suppressed. (I) A pk °'1;Ser null leg has no endogenous joints and the
ectopic joints are suppressed as well.
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3.7 Molecular characterization of app
The app phenotype, coupled with the interactions between app and the PCP
and Notch pathways indicate that app is required in the PCP pathway in various
tissues. To understand what role app may be playing in development, the
identification of the app locus was required. The app locus had been localized to
region 69A1-A4 of the left arm of the third chromosome (Hoogwerf etal., 1988), but
the gene had not been cloned nor characterized. Genetic complementation tests
between genes and deficiencies mapped to the region 68C8-69B5 localized the app
locus (Figure 15). Df(3L)v1n6 and Df(3L)v1n7 fail to complement the genes Nrx, Est-6
and app. Df(3L)v1n5 complements both Est-6 and app. However it does not
complement Nrx. This set of complementation tests placed app proximal to Nrx on
the chromosome. The complementation pattern indicates that both Est-6 and app
are likely in the region of 69A1-A2, and that Est-6 and app are close to each other
on the chromosome (Hoogwerfeta/., 1988).
Genetic landmarks on the chromosome divide the app region into four
intervals. All of the genes in the intervals, with their functions, are listed in Table 13.
The interval between Nrx and Est-6 is approximately 32 kb The region between Est6 and the P-element 1(3)05088 is approximately 15 kb. There are six genes within
the interval (Table 13). The region between the P-elements 1(3)05088 and EP3636 is
approximately 72 kb. Six genes lie within this region (Table 13). The P-element
EP3636 is aviable insertion in the gene CG10426, and is homozygous viable and
normal (Kraut et al., 2001). The region between EP3636 and the end of the app
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Figure 14: The app locus.

From proximal to distal on the left arm of the third chromosome, the genes
that lie within the app locus are listed in relative order, although not relative
distance for ease of presentation. The app locus had been defined previously
as a308kb region between Nrx and eyg based on complementation data that
placed app in Df(3L)v1n6 and Df(3L)v1n7 but not in Df(3L)v1n5 (Hoogwerf et
al., 1988). The exact location of Df(3L)BK9 and Df(3L)FIO was unknown,
although it was placed in the general region of app. Although it was known
that Nrx was deleted in Df(3L)v1n5, the endpoint of the deficiency was
unknown and was defined as being between Nrx and Est-6 based on
complementation tests that placed Est-6 outside of the deficiency. 26 genes
lie within the app region and the ones important for this study are listed on the
figure. All of the genes, with their functions, are listed in Table 13.
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Table 13: Genes in the app locus.
Ordered from distal to proximal on the left arm of the third chromosome. The
gene name is from Flybase, and those genes that have not been cloned are
numbered, with the prefix CG. The interval is the area where the gene is
located, based on the intervals defined, in Figure 15. The function of a gene
has either been defined in the literature, or predicted based on the structure
of the gene, and based on homology to other known Drosophila or other
organism genes.
Gene Name

Interval

Function or conserved protein domain

Nrx
CG9760
Rh7
CG6906
CG6910
Est-6
Est-P
CG5632
CG11529
Adkl
CG5626
CG17144

I
I
I
I
I
1-2
2
2
2
2
2-3
3

Synaptic vesicle targeting
Unknown
Opsin
Carbonate dehydratase
Unknown
Carboxylesterase
Carboxylesterase
WD-40 protein
serine-type endopeptidase
Adenylate kinase
Adenylate kinase
Unknown

CG5620

3

Unknown

CG10429

3

Unknown

CG18638

3

Unknown

CG10335

3
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region is 188 kb. The nearest gene known to complement Df(3L)v1n6 is eyegone
(eyg) and currently defines the proximal end of the app region (Hoogwerf et al.,
1988). Therefore, the app region contains at most 308kb of DNA, based on the
distance between Nrx and eyg, the defined endpoints of the app region (Flybase,
2003).
The strategy to identify app involved narrowing down the 308kb region using
genetics and molecular techniques such as PCR and Southern analysis and Pelement mediated male recombination. The assumption was that the mutation in
both alleles are7 insertions or rearrangements of the chromosome, since app 1 is a
spontaneous mutation and

appEI4

was isolated in a P-element mutagenesis screen,

both conditions that are biased towards insertions or rearrangements (WJ Brook,
personal communication).

3.7.1 PCR analysis of the right endpoint of bf(3L)v1n5
It has been previously shown that Df(3L)v1n5 is wild-type for app (Hoogwerf et
al., 1988). Therefore, determining the right endpoint of Df(3L)v1n5 would narrow
down the number of candidate genes for the app locus. Single embryos
homozygous for Df(3L)v1n5, ru 1 h1 g12 e4 ca l were collected and analyzed to
determine the right endpoint of the deficiency Df(3L)v1n5. The genes that were
tested were Rh7, CG9760, CG6906 and CG6910 (Figure 15A). Nrx was a negative
control, since genetic evidence confirmed the Nrx locus is deleted by Df(3L)v1n5 and
Est-6 is apositive control, since genetic evidence confirmed that Est-6 is not deleted
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Figure 15: The endpoint of Df(3L)v1n5 lies between Rh7 and CG6906

(A) A schematic representation of the endpoint of Df(3L)v1n5. Based on
genetic evidence, the endpoint lies between Nrx and Est-6. The blue box
indicates the known location of Df(3L)v1n5 and the dashed red box indicates
the uncertainty of the endpoint. Four genes lie within the region of uncertainty.
(B) A representative gel from the PCR of a single homozygous Df(3L)v1n5
embryo. The cg control was the approximately l000bp fragment amplified
from an unrelated gene and indicates that DNA was present in the sample
available for amplification. The experimental was the approximately 500bp
fragment that was predicted to be amplified from each gene if it was not
deleted by Df(3L)v1n5. Nrx acted as a negative control and Est-6 acted as a
positive control. Bands of amplified DNA are present in Est-6 and CG6906 but
not Rh7 or Nrx, indicating that CG6906 is not deleted by Df(3L)v1n5 but Rh7 is
deleted. (C) A schematic representation of the endpoint of Df(3L)v1n5 based
on the PCR results. The endpoint uncertainty has been narrowed down to
between Rh7 and CG6906. Rh7 and CG9760 are deleted by Df(3L)v1n5 and
CG6906 and CG6910 are not.
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by Df(3L)v1n5 (Hoogwerf et al., 1988).

Additionally, primers amplifying a 1Kb

fragment of the gene combgap (cg) (Svendsen et al., 2000), an unrelated gene on
the second chromosome, were used as an internal positive control to ensure that
there was DNA in each sample. A wild-type embryo was identified by the presence
of Nrx and Est-6, while aDf(3L)v1n5 embryo was confirmed by the absence of Nrx.
Ifound that the gene Rh7 was deleted by Df(3L)v1n5, but the gene to the right
of it on the chromosome, CG6906, was not deleted, as indicated by the presence of
a CG6906 PCR product in aDf(3L)v1n5 homozygous single embryo, defined by the
absence of aNrx PCR product and the presence of an Est-6 PCR product as well as
the presence of a cg PCR product in each lane in a representative sample (Figure
15B). Irepeated this experiment three times from different Df(3L)v1n5 embryos.
Therefore, the right breakpoint of Df(3L)v1n5 was between the genes Rh7 and
CG6906, ruling out Rh7 and CG9760 as candidates for the app locus (Figure 150).

3.7.2 Compleméntation mapping of the app locus
To narrow down the genomic location of app, Icarried out acomplementation
analysis of the region 68F-69A. Icrossed alleles of 1(3)05088 and Nrx, two known
markers on the genomic map to Df(3L)v1n6, Df(3L)BK9 and Df(3L)FIO, three
deficiencies available for the region to test for complementation and to map these
genes relative to deficiency endpoints. Additionally, Icrossed alleles of app to the
same three deficiencies as well as Est-6 and 1(3)05088 in order to map app on the
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Figure 16: app is between CG6906 and CG5626

A schematic summary of the complementation and PCR data. Based on
complementation mapping, Iplaced app between the endpoint of Df(3L)v1n5
and 1(3)05088. Inarrowed the endpoint of Df(3L)v1n5 down to being between
Rh7 and CG6906. Therefore, the app region has been narrowed to being in
an approximately 20kb region between CG6906 and CG5626.
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basis of complementation and relative position to the other known genes in the
region. Ifound that Df(3L)v1n6, Df(3L)BK9 and Df(3L)FIO did not complement each
other or a lethal allele of Nrx, placing Nrx within each of the deficiencies.
Furthermore, Df(3L)v1n6 and Df(3L)FIO did not complement 1(3)05088, placing this
locus within the two deficiencies. However, Df(3L)BK9 does complement 1(3)05088,
which genetically places the right endpoint of Df(3L)BK9 to the left of 1(3)05088,
since Df(3L)BK9 extends left of 1(3)05088 on the basis of its non-complementation
with Nix (Figure 16).
app and Est-6 complement each other. This confirmed the previous findings
of Hoogwerf and co-workers (1988). app and 1(3)05088 also complement each other.
However, all three deficiencies, Df(3L)v1n6, Df(3L)BK9 and Df(3L)FIO,

fail to

complement app. Overall, the complementation analysis indicated that app was
within an area on the chromosome where all three deficiencies overlap, between Nrx
and 1(3)05088. Therefore, this result and the PCR determination of the Df(3L)v!n5
endpoint places app between CG6906 and CG5626 (Figure 17).

3.7.3 P-element mediated male recombination mapping of app

To further confirm that the proximal limit of the app region was 1(3)05088, I
mapped app relative to two P-elements that were inserted in the app region,
1(3)05088 and EP3636. Under normal circumstances, recombination does not occur
in the Drosophila male. However, in the presence of aP element under the influence
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of A2-3 transposase, male recombination can occur at frequencies of up to I% (Gray
et al., 1996 ;Preston and Engels, 1996). Moreover, Preston and Engels (1996)
found that recombination occurs at or near the site of P element insertion, usually
associated with adeletion or duplication of the region surrounding the P element and
the retention of the P element. Chen and co-workers (1998) recognized male
recombination as a possible mechanism by which to map mutations in relation to Pelements. The procedure involves recombining the mutation of interest onto a
chromosome between markers proximal and distal relative to both the P-element
and mutation, and placing the P-element trans to this chromosome (Figure 17).
Recombination caused

by the

2-3 transposase, provided on a different

chromosome, will occur at the P-element insertion. The mutation will then cosegregate with either the proximal or the distal marker. The pattern of segregation
will place the mutation proximal or distal to the P-element (Chen etal., 1998).
To induce male recombination, males from either the 1(3)05088 or EP3636 P
element stock was crossed to A2-3CyO /Sco;

Se 1

h1 app 1 e1 / TM6b, Tb Hu e

females (Figure 18). The male progeny that were of the genotype A2-3CyO /+;
h1 app 1 e1/P were then crossed to

Se 1

Se 1

e1 females. For each P element, 30 crosses

were set up, and 500-1000 progeny were screened for recombinants. The se e or
se e recombinants were then tested for app by crossing asingle male recombinant
to ten

w*;

Df(3L)FIO /TM3, Ser1females, adeficiency which uncovers the app locus.

The progeny were scored for the app leg phenotype.
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Figure 17: The mechanism of male recombination mapping
and e are markers that flank the two P-element insertions, 1(3) 05088 and
EP3636. A chromosome containing se app and e is placed trans to a
chromosome containing one of the two P-elements. Recombination occurs
under the influence of 2-3 at the site of the P-element insertion in male files.
These flies are crossed back to the marker stock se a In the next generation,
recombinants are identified by the loss of one of the markers se or e. Male
recombinants are then crossed back to adeficiency uncovering the app locus.
If app is to the left of the P-element then it will co-segregate with se and the
so e+ flies will contain the app mutation. However, if app is to the right of the
P-element then it will co-segregate with e and the se+ e flies will contain the
app mutation.
se
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Male recombination placed the app mutation to the left of EP3636 (Table 14).
The frequency of male recombination in this line was near 1%, as observed in other
male recombination experiments. Iwas unable to obtain progeny from the 4 se e
flies in which to score for the app phenotype, however the 2se e flies were scored
as wild-type. This suggested that the app mutation did not co-segregate with the e
mutation, circumstantially placing the mutation to the left of EP3636.
The results for 1(3)05088 were less clear. Iobtained a2% recombination rate.
As well, Iobtained four classes of progeny, where the app mutation co-segregated
with se in 4 out of 9se e progeny, and did not in 5 out of 9 progeny. Conversely,
the app phenotype was observed in 3out of 8of the scorable se e progeny, while 5
did not exhibit the app phenotype. This was an anomalous result, since it indicated
that app was to the right and left of the P-element. However, in the study that first
described male recombination as a mapping technique, a similar result arose from
one of their P-element lines. It was later determine that two P-elements existed in
that stock, one to the left and one to the right of the mutation they attempted to map
(Chen et al., 1998). One explanation would be that there were two transposable
elements interacting in the 1(3)05088 mapping experiment. Idiscovered that an
mdg3 retrotransposon does exist in the app 1 stock that Iused in this experiment,
inserted at the distal end of the CG5632 transcription unit (see below).
Re-examining the experimental procedure, the inability to obtain progeny for a
number of the recombinants isolated in both experiments may have been aresult of
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Figure 18: The crossing scheme for male recombination mapping.
Females are to the left and males are to the right.
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the deficiency Iused to uncover the

app

locus. Df(3L)FIO is lethal over the I
(3)05088

P-element, biasing recombinants to those that lost the 1(3)05088 P-element.
Additionally, any lethal

app

recombinants would not have been isolated over the

deficiency. This would further bias the outcome in such a way that Iwould only
recognize avisible and viable

app

recombinant. Icollected the progeny that resulted

from this experiment, and was able to maintain one stock that arose from ase e
recombinant, which Inamed
to be anew allele of

app,

appM.

As shown previously, this stock was determined

stronger than the original

app 1

used in this experiment.

3.7.4 Southern analysis of app locus
The region between CG6906 and CG5626 consists of eight genes spanning
20 Kb. One gene, Est-6, was shown previously to complement

app

(Hoogwerf, et al.,

1988) and Est-P encodes a pseudo-gene that resembles Est-6 and has neither a
transcript nor an observable phenotype when mutant (Balakirev and Ayala, 1996).
Adkl and CG5626 both encode adenylate kinases and CG5626 appears to be a
partial duplication of Adkl. Additionally, 1(3)05088, which complements app is aPelement inserted in CG5626 (Flybase, 2003). Therefore, Southern analysis of app
alleles was carried out to identify any restriction fragment length polymorphisms
(RFLPs) in the remaining candidate genes: CG6906, CG6910, CG5632, and
CGI 1529.
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Table 14: Male recombination mapping of the approximated gene

P-element

EP3636

1(3)050882

Cytological
location

Estimated
MR
frequency'

Male
recombinant

complements
app

69A5

—1%

se e (2/6)

yes

se e (4/6)

unknown

se e (5/23)

yes

see(5I23)

no

se & (3/23)

no

se e (4/23)

yes

69A2

—2%

app left
or right
to Pelement
left

left

right

I. The estimated male recombination (MR) frequency is the number of recombinants
isolated over the estimated number of total progeny.
2. I
(3)05088 showed all four classes of progeny.
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Icompared each allele of app to its likely wild-type representative. Oregon-R
was arbitrarily chosen as a control for app 1 as the original lab stock in which app 1
arose, almost 70 years ago (Bridges, 1935) had been lost. The stock b cn H15; ,y
was used as a wild-type control for

appEl4,

mutagenesis screen that gave rise to

since H15 was a sibling stock from the

appEl4.

Finally, the 1(3)05088 P-element stock

that was used in the male recombination experiment was used as awild-type control
for

appMR.

Iused DNA templates constructed from fragments amplified using PCR

from CG6910, CG5632 and CGI 1529. Ialso used an Est-6 PCR fragment probe in
order to determine if any RFLPs could be found close to the Est-6 locus.
Idid not detect any RFLPs in or near CG6906, CG6910 or CG11529 in

appEl 4

and app 1 and CG5626 in app'. CG6906 and CG6910 and the region between the
two genes were analyzed in an EcoRl digest probed with a PCR product amplified
from CG6910 (CG69IOFI-BI) (Figure 19A). The probe was predicted to hybridize to
two fragments, one that was about 2kb in length containing most of CG6910 and a
10kb fragment containing the rest of CG6910 and all of CG6906, as well as the DNA
in between the two genes (Figure 19C). In both alleles, two bands of the same size
were obtained, indicating no change.
Ianalyzed CG11529 in app 1 and

appEl4

DNA digested with Xba! or BgIII,

using a PCR probe (CG11529F1-BI). In the Xbal digest one 8kb fragment was
predicted to be hybridized with the probe. The wild type fragment was found in both
alleles (Figure 19A). One 4kb fragment was predicted in the Bg!II digest. The wildtype fragment was also found in both alleles (Figure 19B). Therefore, the DNA
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between the CG5632 gene and the Adkl gene including the CG11529 gene had no
polymorphisms (Figure 19C).
I probed CG5626 indirectly by probing CG17144 in app 1 (Figure 20).
CG17144 is predicted to lie outside of the app region since it lies to the right of the
1(3)05088 P-element. However, by probing CG17144 using its cDNA, Ialso probed
CG5626. Idid not find RFLPs in either CG17144 or CG5626 when Iprobed aBgIII
digest of app 1 DNA. In the BgIlI digest, one 7kb fragment was predicted to be
identified by the probe. Iidentified one fragment alength of 7kb in both OR and app 1
(Figure20A). This indicated that there was no identifiable polymorphism in all but
200bp of CG5626 (Figure 2013).
Ifound RFLPs in the EcoRl digest of

appEl4

and app' probed with the Est-6

probe. The wild-type EcoR/ restriction fragment probed with the Est-6 PCR product
was predicted to be 4.3 kb in length based on the published genomic sequence. In
OR and H15, the size of the restriction fragment was near 4.3kb in length. In app 1,
only one restriction fragment was identified and its length was 6kb. In app E14 awildtype fragment size was identified but asecond fragment of asize approximately 3kb
was also identified (Figure 21A). No RFLPs were found in either allele in the BgiiI
digest. The fragment containing the Est-6 region in the Bgill digest was predicted to
be about 3.3kb and both alleles of app had the about the same sized restriction
fragment. The small difference between the fragments in

appEl4

and HIS is aresult

of running differences between the lanes (Figure 2113). This placed the RFLP in a
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Ikb region between the BgIII site and the EcoRl site to the right of the Est-6 locus
(Figure 21C). This region contains the 3' end of the gene CG5632.
Iprobed both

appEl4

and app 1with PCR product amplified from the 3' end of

CG5632 using primers designed off of the genomic sequence and designated
CG5632F11 and CG5632B8. This probe was a 412 bp PCR product from
nucleotides 701-1113 in the coding region of CG5632. Ifound polymorphisms in
both app alleles. In app 1 IfOund polymorphisms in the EcoRl and Bglll digests
(Figure 22). In the EcoRl digest the predicted fragment length was 4.3kb. However, I
observed a 2.5 kb fragment in app 1 (Figure 22A). The Bgiil digest produced a 1kb
fragment in OR as predicted but in app 1 the fragment was larger, about 1.5kb
(Figure 2213). The 4.3kb EcoRl fragment probed by the CG5632 probe was the same
that was probed by the Est-6 probe. The differences in polymorphisms between the
two probes in this region indicate that there is at least one EcoRl site in app 1 that is
not present in OR. The CG5632 probe was found in the Bglll fragment next to the
Bglil fragment on the genome that the Est-6 probe identified as being wild-type in
app'. The presence of a polymorphism in CG5632 in the Bglil digest of app 1
confirms the Est-6 result that the polymorphism in app 1was past the Bgill site to the
right of Est-6 (Figure 22D). In
and Xbal digests.

appEl4,

In all digests of

polymorphisms occurred in the EcoRl, BgIlI,

appEI4

DNA, the presence of a wild-type sized

fragment was found as well as another fragment of larger or smaller size. In the
EcoRl digest, the size of the one predicted fragment was 4.3kb. In H15, Iwas able to
identify the same fragment.
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Figure 19: Southern analysis of CG6906, CG6910 and CG11529 shows no
polymorphism.
(A) An EcoRl digest of OR, app', H15 and appEl4 shows no change in
restriction fragment length between wild-type and app mutant. The blots were
probed with DNA amplified from wild-type genomic sequence in a PCR
reaction using the primers CG69IOFI-BI. In wild-type DNA two bands were
predicted, a 10kb and 2kb band. In both app mutants analyzed, no change
was observed. (B) BgI!! and Xbai digests of OR, app', H15 and appEl4 show
no change in restriction fragment length between wild-type and app mutant.
The blots were probed with DNA amplified from wild-type genomic sequence
in a PCR reaction using the primers CG11529F1B1. In the BgI!I digest of
wild-type DNA one band was predicted of about 4kb. In both app mutants, no
change was observed compared to wild-type. In the Xbal digest, one 8kb
band was predicted. Although the band cannot be seen in the figure, the
original autoradiograph does contain an OR band at 8kb, and the app 1 band
was the same size. The H15 and appEl4 bands are also the same wild-type
size. (C) A diagrammatic summary of the Southern results for CG6906,
CG6910 and CG11529. A red box indicates the region that was probed in
each case. The restriction sites are predicted on the published genomic
sequence (Adams et al., 2000; Myers etal., 2000).
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However, in

appEl4,

two fragments were observed. One was the same size as

the H15 fragment at around 4.3kb but the other fragment was 6kb (Figure 22A). In
the Xbal digest, the predicted size of the wild-type fragment was 4.1kb. The H15
was near to that size, while

appEl4

had two fragments of close to that size (Figure

22B). In the Bg!II digest, the predicted size of the fragment probed with the CG5632
probe was 1kb. Again, the H15 digest showed a fragment of about that size.
However,

appEl4

had two fragments again, one wild-type size and the other about

900bp (Figure 22C). These results indicate that a polymorphism is present in both
alleles of

app

near CG5632 (Figure 22D).

While Iwas carrying out the initial Southern analysis of the app region, Ionly
had two app alleles to investigate. However, during the course of my project, I
isolated another app allele,

appM.

Furthermore, Iwas able to obtain acDNA for the

CG5632 locus. However, Isequenced the cDNA that Iused for this probe and found
that Ionly had base pairs 1-808 in the region that Iradiolabeled. Iprobed all three
alleles with a probe constructed from this cDNA. This probe indicated that achange
occurred at the CG5632 locus in all three app alleles in the two digests Iprobed,
EcoRl and Pstl (Figure 23). In the EcoRl digest, it was predicted that the CG5632
probe would detect two fragments of 4.3 kb and 2.1 kb. The 4.3 kb fragment was at
the 3' end of the gene, and the 2.1kb fragment was at the 5' end. In OR and
1(3)05088 Idid find these fragments.

However, in H15, the restriction fragment

pattern was not the same as Oregon-R. The smallest fragment was the predicted
2.1 kb but there were two other fragments, approximately 2.5kb and 3kb in length.
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Figure 20: Southern analysis of CG17144 and CG5626 shows no polymorphism

in app'.
(A) A BgI!I digest of OR and app 1 shows no change in restriction fragment
length between wild-type and app mutant. The blots were probed with a
radiolabeled probe made from CG17144 cDNA. In wild-type DNA one
approximately 7kb band was predicted. In the app mutant, no change was
observed. The difference in level of intensity was due to loading differences of
the original DNA (B) A diagrammatic summary of the Southern results for
CG17144 and CG5626. A red box indicates the region that was probed in
each case. The restriction sites are predicted on the published genomic
sequence (Adams etal., 2000; Myers etal., 2000).
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Figure 21: Southern analysis of Est-6 shows apolymorphism

in

app mutants.

(A) An EcoRl digest of OR, app', H15 and app mR shows a change in
restriction fragment length between wild-type and app mutant. The blots were
probed with DNA amplified from wild-type genomic sequence in a PCR
reaction using the primers Est-6F1-B1. The wild-type fragment was predicted
to be approximately 4kb. In the app 1 DNA, a 6kb band was observed. In the
app E14 DNA, a4kb and a 3kb band were observed. (B) A BgIIl digest of OR,
app', H15 and appmR shows no change in restriction fragment length between
wild-type and app mutant. The blots were probed with DNA amplified from
wild-type genomic sequence in aPCR reaction using the primers Est-6F1-81.
The wild-type fragment was predicted to be approximately 3kb. In the app 1
DNA, a 3kb band was observed. The difference in level of intensity was due
to loading differences. In the app' 14 DNA, a 3kb band was observed when
running differences were accounted for. (C) A diagrammatic summary of the
Southern results for Est-6. A red box indicates the region probed in each
case. The restriction sites are predicted on the published genomic sequence
(Adams et al., 2000; Myers at al., 2000). The polymorphic region is defined as
being between the right BgIil site, since DNA before that site does not show a
polymorphism based on the BgIII digest, and the EcoRl site because
polymorphisms are found in the EcoRl digest.
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Figure 22: Southern analysis of CG5632 shows apolymorphism in app mutants.

(A) An EcoRl digest of OR, app 1,H15 and app E14 shows a change in
restriction fragment length between wild-type and app mutant. The blots were
probed with DNA amplified from wild-type genomic sequence in a PCR
reaction using the primers CG5632F8-BII. The wild-type fragment was
predicted to be approximately 4kb. In the app 1 DNA, an approximately 2kb
band was observed. In the appEl4 DNA, an approximately 4kb and an
approximately 6kb band were observed. (B) A BgIII digest of OR, app 1,H15
and appMR shows a change in restriction fragment length between wild-type
and app mutant. The blots were probed with DNA amplified from wild-type
genomic sequence in a PCR reaction using the primers CG5632F8-BII. The
wild-type fragment was predicted to be approximately 1kb. In the app 1 DNA,
an approximately 1.5kb band was observed. The difference in level of
intensity was due to loading differences: In the appEl4 DNA, two bands were
observed, a 1k band and a0.9kb band. (C) A Xba/ digest of H15 and appEl4
shows a change in restriction fragment length between wild-type and app
mutant. The wild-type fragment was predicted to be approximately 4kb, and
although very light in the figure is present on the original autoradiograph. In
appEl4 DNA two bands are present, around 4.5 kb in length.
(D) A
diagrammatic summary of the Southern results for CG5632. A red box
indicates the region that was probed in each case. The restriction sites are
predicted on the published genomic sequence (Adams etal., 2000; Myers et
al., 2000). The polymorphic region is defined as being between the left Bg!II
site, since DNA before that site does not show a polymorphism based on the
BgIII digest probed with Est-6F1-BI, and the Xbal site because
polymorphisms are found in the Xbal digest.
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This discrepancy may be a result of a phenotypically silent polymorphism in the
H15 line, since the H15 line does not show an

app

leg phenotype. Whatever the

cause of the polymorphism in H15, when compared to the H15 fragment pattern,
appEl4

does show a change, as do the other two alleles when compared to their

respective controls. In

app 1 one

fragment, the 2.1 kb fragment, remains the wild-type

length. However, the second fragment is about 2.5kb, smaller than the wild-type
4.3kb (Figure 23A). This is the same size of the fragment observed when

app 1

is

probed with the CG5632 PCR product that only probes the 3' end, correlating the
2.5kb fragment in this digest to the 3' end of CG5632. In the

appEl4

digest, only one

fragment, about 2.1 kb is hybridized. Comparing that with H15, there is a change in
the number of the bands. In

app mR

the two wild-type fragments are present at 2.1 kb

and 4.3kb. However, another fragment is present at around 2.8kb (Figure 23A).
In the Pstl digest, RFLPs were found in all three alleles (Figure 2313). The
predicted fragment number and size in the Pstl digest for the CG5632 probe was
one 9kb fragment. In the app 1 digest, a slightly smaller than wild-type fragment of
about 8.5kb in length was identified. In

a ppEl 4, it

appeared that there was a near

wild-type length fragment when compared to H15 and an additional fragment that
was about 4.5 kb in length. Finally, in

app mR

it appeared that two fragments of about

wild-type size were present when compared to 1(3)05088. Thus, polymorphisms exist
in two different digests for all three app alleles (Figure 23C).
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Figure 23: Southern analysis of CG5632 shows a polymorphism in all three app
mutants.
(A) An EcoRl digest of OR, app', H15, appMR, 1(3)05088 and app mR shows a
change in restriction fragment length between wild-type and app mutant. The
blots were probed with the first 800bp of the CG5632 cDNA. Two wild-type
fragments were predicted, one about 2kb in length and one slightly larger
than 4kb. In OR, the 2kb band is obscured by overexposure. The wild-type
pattern is evident in the 1(3)05088 digest. In the app 1 DNA, an approximately
2.5kb band and approximately 3kb was observed. The HI5 pattern is different
then OR but the phenotype is still wild-type for app and represents the wildtype control for the appEI4. There is an approximately 3kb band and
approximately 2.5kb band. The appEl4 digest has only one band, at about
2kb. The appMR DNA has three bands, one at approximately 3.5kb, one at
approximately 3kb and one at approximately 2kb. (B) A Pstl digest of OR,
app', HI5, appMR, 1(3)05088 and appM shows a change in restriction
fragment length between wild-type and app mutant. The blots were probed
with the first 800bp of the CG5632 cDNA. One 9kb fragment was predicted
from genomic DNA. In the OR, HIS, and 1(3)05088 a9kb band is observed.
In app 1 DNA, a slightly smaller than wild-type band is observed. In appEl 4
DNA, a 9kb and 4.5 kb band are observed. In appM, a doublet near 9kb is
observed. (C) A diagrammatic summary of the Southern results for CG5632.
A red box indicates the region that was probed in each case. The restriction
sites are predicted on the published genomic sequence (Adams et al., 2000;
Myers et al., 2000). The polymorphic region was previously defined as being
between the left BgIII site, since DNA before that site does not show a
polymorphism based on the BgIII digest probed with Est-6F1-BI, and the
EcoRl site because polymorphisms are found in the EcoRl digest.
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Comparing the probed blots, it appeared that the polymorphism in CG5632 in
the app 1 stock was caused by a large insertion near the 3' end of CG5632, with at
least one EcoRl site in it. The differences in size between the OR and app 1fragment
probed with Est-6 showed that there was more DNA in between two EcoRl sites on
the app 1 chromosome around the 3' end of the CG5632 locus. Because Idid not find
the same sized fragment when Iprobed a region predicted to be the same size with
the CG5632 probe, it means that there is at least one other EcoRl site between the
two predicted sites in app'. If there were no EcoRl sites in the insert between the
one found to the left of Est-6 and in CG5632, then Iwould have identified the same
sized fragment with both probes.
The polymorphisms in the

appEl4

and

app mR

stocks were probably due to two

separate rearrangements in the region of CG5632, because of the doublets
observed in both alleles in many of the digests. The polymorphisms were predicted
to be in the 3' end of CG5632 because the PCR fragment initially used to probe the
blots was amplified from the 3' region of CG5632. This fragment showed achange in
both app 1 and

appEl4.

However, when a cDNA probe was used, awild-type length

fragment was also identified in some blots, along with the polymorphism. Therefore,
it suggested that the polymorphism could be traced to the 3' end, whereas the 5' end
remained unaffected (Figure 24C). Further evidence suggesting the polymorphism
occurred at the 3' end of CG5632 in both alleles came from the Est-6 probe, which
also highlighted a polymorphism. Since Est-6 and CG5632 were very close on the
chromosome (within 2 kb), some digests produced fragments that encompassed
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both the Est-6 gene and the 3' region of CG5632, but others did not probe the 3'
region.

It was the ones that encompassed the 3' region that showed a

polymorphism.
Iprobed almost the entire region predicted to be the app region between
CG6910 and Ad/c1 and found no other polymorphisms in that region (Figure 24).
There was a 5kb region between Rh7 and CG6906 that was not probed and a Ikb
region to the right of the 1(3)05088 insertion that was only probed in app'. However,
5kb of the upstream region of CG6906 was still probed and found to be free of
obvious polymorphisms. The lack of a recognizable polymorphism in or near
CG5626 in app 1 coupled with it being the region that the 1(3)05088 P-element is
inserted into suggest that CG5626 is not a candidate for app. Alternatively, if the
1(3)05088 insertion is affecting a regulatory region of CG11529 and there were any
polymorphisms in the other app alleles in that area causing amutation in CG11529,
then it would be likely that 1(3)05088 would not complement app. Ihave shown that
app and 1(3)05088 do complement each other. Therefore, only the CG5632 gene
shows apolymorphism in all three app alleles.
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Figure 24: A summary of the Southern analysis of the app region.
The app region was narrowed down to aregion of approximately 25kb of DNA
containing 6 genes, represented by green boxes. In this region it was
predicted that a polymorphism observable by Southern analysis was present
in one of these genes and that the polymorphisms were causing the app
phenotype. Using probes constructed from PCR fragments amplified from
wild-type genomic DNA and cDNAs, represented by the purple boxes, I
performed a Southern analysis. Ihad overlapping digests that showed that
the only polymorphism found in app mutants when compared to wild-type was
within the CG5632 locus.
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3.7.5 PCR analysis of CG5632 in app 1
To determine the specific cause of the polymorphism in any or all of the app
alleles, Iperformed a long-range PCR on the region of CG5632 predicted by
Southern analysis to contain the polymorphism in the three app alleles. Iused aset
of PCR primers predicted from the genomic sequence to lie outside of the region
where the polymorphism occurred in the gene. The PCR primers designated
CG5632F1-BI amplified a577 bp region of wild-type sequence. In app 1 the primers
produced an approximately 6kb fragment. In both of the other alleles, the PCR
fragment was the wild-type size of 577bp (Figure 25A).
Isequenced the PCR products from each reaction. The sequences for OR,
app 614 and

app mR were wild-type. The sequence for the app 1 PCR fragment,

however indicated that a 5.5kb insertion was present around base pair 1444 of the
CG5632 gene, corresponding to the 3' UTR of the CG5632 transcript. Moreover, the
insertion was the entire sequence of an mdg3 retrotransposon in reverse orientation,
a 5519 bp transposable element found naturally in Drosophila (Bayev etal., 1980).
Additionally, only 3 base pairs were deleted in the genomic sequence between
1441-1444 in the CG5632 locus by the insertion event. To further confirm the identity
of the insertion, Iused primer sets designed specifically from the middle of the
published mdg3 sequence, named mdg36 and mdg37, respectively, both primer sets
amplified the predicted product (Figure 2513).
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Figure 25: An mdg3 retrotransposon is inserted in CG5632 in app 1
(A) Products from a PCR reaction performed on OR and the three app alleles
using the primers CG5632F1-BI to amplify the region identified as the
polymorphic region in the Southern analysis of app mutants. OR, appEl4 and
app MR all had wild-type 577bp size fragments amplified, app 1 had adifferent
and larger product amplified in the reaction, of approximately 6000 bp. (B)
Products from a PCR reaction performed on the PCR product amplified from
app 1from the polymorphic region, using two sets of PCR primers specific for
the mdg3 retrotransposon, mdg36 and mdg37. The PCR products were
approximately 500bp in length and the predicted size of the product based on
the sequence of the retrotransposon. (C) A schematic diagram of the insertion
site of the mdg3 retrotransposon in CG5632 in app'. The gene is 1663 base
pairs long. Based on sequence analysis of the CG5632 region in app', the
retrotransposon is inserted at base pair 1444 in the CG5632 gene, outside of
the coding region but still within the 3' UTR of the transcript. (D) Predicted
restriction map of CG5632 region in app 1taking the insertion of the full-length
mdg3 retrotransposon into account. The retrotransposon is inserted in a
reverse orientation with respect to the CG5632 gene. The regions probed by
the Est-6 and CG5632 PCR products and the partial CG5632 cDNA are
indicated on the map, as are the applicable restriction sites.
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Re-examining my Southern blots for app 1 using the predicted restriction map
of this region, Ifind astrong correlation to both the EcoRl and Bgill blots probed with
the PCR products from Est-6 and CG5632 and the EcoRl and Pstl blot probed with
the cDNA (Figure 25D). In the Est-6 probed blots, the EcoRl digest showed a
polymorphism but the BgIll digest did not. The lack of polymorphism in the Bgill
digest was due to an endogenous Bglli site between Est-6 and the insertion site of
the mdg3 retrotransposon. The insertion lies between the two endogenous EcoRl
sites that contains the region probed by the Est-6 PCR product. The change in size
from 4kb to 6kb in app 1versus OR corresponds to the size of the fragment expected
from the digest between the leftmost EcoRl site found in the mdg3 retrotransposon
and the left endogenous restriction site that the Est-6 probe would have identified.
The EcoRl digest probed with the PCR product has one fragment that is
around 2.5 kb. The fragment that would be produced by an insertion of the
retrotransposon at bp1444 in the gene would be 2765bp, close to the 2.5 kb band
observed in the digest. The 1.5 Kb BgI!l digest was not as close to the predicted size
of 1089bp. However, the fragment is larger than the OR fragment predicted to be
1022 bp, which also appears to be larger than the predicted size on the Southern
blot. In the EcoRl digest using a longer probe covering the 5' region of the gene, a
similar sized fragment that the PCR product also identified was present. Additionally,
the wild-type 5' fragment is present.
The predicted size of the Pstl fragment in wild-type was 9700bp. In the
predicted app 1 with the mdg3 insertion, the Pstl fragment was predicted to be
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8926bp. Examining the Southern blot, it does appear that the app 1fragment is
slightly smaller than the OR fragment. However, the resolution is not high enough to
confirm that the change that occurs is approximately 750bp. Nonetheless, since the
two fragments are similar sized and the predicted fragments are also similarly close
together, it does appear that the mdg3 retrotransposon caused this and the other
polymorphisms in app'.

3.7.6 Northern analysis of CG5632 expression in app

The possibility still existed that the mutation in CG5632 was in the regulatory
region of another gene, and that the app locus lies elsewhere. Therefore, RNA
analysis was carried out on the CG5632 transcript in order to confirm that the
CG5632 RNA transcript was expressed at the right time and right place and to
determine if the transcript was affected in the app mutants. A northern blot was
performed using total RNA from wandering third instar larvae and white pre-pupae,
the time that many genes required for P/D axis leg development are expressed, and
thus it would be expected that the app transcript would be expressed as well. I
probed the northern blot with a radiolabeled probe constructed from the first 800bp
of CG5632 and found that CG5632 was expressed at similar levels in OR and the
three app mutants (Figure 26). The size of the transcript was the predicted 1.3kb,
and there was no change in the size of the transcript of any of the mutants. This
indicated that, overall, transcript levels were unchanged in the entire organism. This
meant that either CG5632 was not app, or that there were tissue specific effects
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occurring that were masked by using whole organism pools of RNA. Therefore,
situ

in-

hybridization was carried out to determine any tissue specific effects in the leg.

3.7.7 in-situ hybridization analysis of CG5632 expression in app.

A DIG-labeled probe was made from the CG5632 cDNA and used to
determine CG5632 expression in the developing leg, and if the expression was
affected in the

app

mutant leg. It appeared that the CG5632 transcript was

expressed at equal and ubiquitous levels throughout the tarsal region of the prepupal leg (Figure 27A,B), when compared to sense control (Figure 27M). Comparing
OR to

appEl4

and

appM

,

the stronger two

was expressed at lower levels in the
app mR

app

alleles, it appeared that the transcript

appEl4

leg discs and mis-expressed in the

leg discs (Figure 270,D,E,F). This was strong evidence to suggest that

CG5632 is
CG5632 is

app.
app.

However, further experimentation is still required to confirm that
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Figure 27: in-situ hybridization of CG5632 transcripts show achange of levels in
app mutants
All leg discs were hybridized with a DIG-labeled probe transcribed from
CG5632 cDNA. All leg discs were dissected at 4-6 hours APF and are
oriented such that distal is to the right.
(A-F) Light micrographs of everting leg discs at 200X magnification (A,B)
Examples of wild-type expression pattern of CG5632. The black bracket
indicates the tarsal segments and the white arrow indicates the proximal
region of the leg. The region of expression is in the tarsal segments and is
ubiquitous throughout the tarsal region. CG5632 is not expressed in the
proximal region of the leg and the level of colour in the proximal region can be
considered the background level. (C,D) Examples of the expression pattern of
CG5632 in appEl4. The level of CG5632 transcript is reduced in both
examples when compared to wild-type when taking the background levels of
non-specific hybridization into account (white arrow). (E,F) Examples of the
expression pattern of CG5632 in appM. The levels of expression in the tarsal
region are the same as in the proximal leg indicating that the expression in
the tarsus is not wild-type. (G-L) 400X magnification of the same legs in A-F
showing the tarsal region in detail. The black arrowhead indicates T4 and acts
as a reference point to show the differences between the expression pattern
of CG5632 in wild-type legs versus app mutant legs. (M) CG5632 sense
control expression pattern in the leg at 200X magnification. There is no
observable pattern of expression in the tarsus. (N) 400X magnification of the
tarsal region from M, showing more detail and indicating no expression
pattern,
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Overview
In this study Ihave presented evidence indicating that app is required for
proper joint development in the tarsal segments of the Drosophila leg through
interactions with the Notch and PCP pathways. Ihave also identified CG5632 as a
likely candidate gene for the app locus, app

was originally isolated in 1935 by

Bridges as an adult viable and fertile mutant exhibiting leg patterning defects. Those
defects included aloss of the T2/3 joint, cuticular invaginations in TI, T3 and T4 and
aswollen T4 segment (Bridges, 1935). The cuticular invaginations were identified by
Held and colleagues (1986) as being ectopic partial joint structures.
Idescribe two new alleles of app in this study that exhibit a stronger but
similar loss of segment and gain of ectopic joint phenotype. My evidence suggests
that app may be a member of the PCP pathway, based on both its phenotypic
similarities to other identified PCP genes and its interactions with PCP genes in the
leg. Ialso showed that app interacts with the Notch pathway in tarsal joint formation.
Iidentified CG5632 as a likely candidate because it is the only gene that
shows a polymorphism in a region that Iand others defined as the app region in all
three alleles of app Istudied. Previous work by others had narrowed down the app
region to a region at most 308 kb in size on the 3rd chromosome near the Est-6
locus. Using a combination of molecular and genetic studies, Inarrowed down that
region further to a five gene region surrounding the Est-6 locus. CG5632, agene
predicted to encode aWD-40 motif was the only gene that shows apolymorphism in
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Southern analysis. It also showed a concomitant change in transcript levels in the
leg compared to wild-type levels, suggesting that it encodes app.

4.2 app interacts with the Notch pathway in joint formation

app has at least two effects on the formation and regulation of tarsal joints.

Based on the phenotype of app mutants, app is required for the proper formation of
the T2 segment. There is a continuum of app phenotypes. The weak allele app 1
exhibits a loss of T213 joint. The stronger alleles app E 14 and app mR exhibit a loss of
the T2 segment. However, app is also required to repress ectopic joint formation in
tarsal segments 3 and 4. In all app alleles, the ectopic joint phenotype was similar
with ectopic partial joints of similar morphology and size forming in T3 and 14.

app is required to regulate Notch-mediated joint formation. The varying

strength of the loss of joint phenotypes in the three app alleles correlates with the
different effects on the Notch pathway observed in each allele. In app', Ser
expression is lowered, but not lost completely in the T2 segment. The reduction in
Ser levels explains the partial loss of the T213 joint. In the stronger mutant

app MR, a

Ser expression domain is lost completely corresponding to the position of the 12/3
joint. Furthermore, in

appEl4,

DI expression is lost in 12, explaining the loss of

segment. The loss of Ser and DI expression at the T213 joint region has a
corresponding effect on the level of Notch activation as assayed by bib-IacZ
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expression. Therefore, the loss of joint and segment phenotype is consistent with the
loss of Notch activation due to the loss of Ser and DI expression in T2. The ectopic
joints observed in the app mutants are also due to effects on the Notch pathway. In
appEl4,

bib-!acZ expression is observed in the middle of 14, suggesting that the

ectopic joint observed in the middle of the tarsal segments was due to ectopic Notch
activation caused by endogenous Notch ligand activity, since no ectopic expression
of Ser or DI was observed.
Perhaps the most convincing evidence that the app joint phenotypes are due to
effects on the Notch pathway are the dominant genetic interactions observed
between app and both Ser and DI. Joint development requires both Ser and DI but
segment formation requires DI alone. Ser and DI act in an additive manner to
increased Notch activation in the joint to a high enough level to initiate the
expression of genes required for joint formation. Neither Ser nor DI can form joints
on their own (Bishop etal., 1999; de Cells etal., 1998; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999)
(Figure 28A). Ipostulate that the app mutation leads to the reduction in Ser and DI
levels leading to a lower level of Notch activation. It is enough to cause the loss of
the 12/3 joint in weak app mutants (Figure 28B) and the 12 segment in strong app
mutants (Figure 28C). There may be areduction in the levels of Ser and DI levels at
other joints, but the levels are still high enough to form joints. Therefore, any
reduction in levels would not be evident. The observed phenotypes of
Se,' 106

/appEl 4

+

and

app MR

DI°5151 /appEl 4

+

a ppEl 4

can be explained by describing

effects of lowering the levels of app and Ser or DI on overall Notch activation levels.
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Figure 28: The differences in app phenotypes and interactions with Ser and DI
are due to the additive nature of the DI and Ser signal.

(A) A wild-type leg has the levels of both Ser and DI required for segment
formation and joint development. Ser is required for joint formation and DI is
required for joint formation and segment formation. There is weak Notch
activation in the pre-tarsal region of the leg insufficient to form joints (Bishop et
al., 1999; de Cells etal., 1998; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). (B) In the weak app
allele, app 1 , joint fusion occurs but not segment fusion. There remains an
apical bristle that indicates the presence of a segment boundary. This is
predicted to be due to a reduction of Ser levels below the level necessary for
joint formation but not a concomitant reduction in DI levels. (C) In the strong
app allele, appEl4, there is segment and joint loss. The apical bristle is missing.
This phenotype is predicted to be due to a loss of, both Ser and DI. (D) In Ser
null alleles, joint fusion occurs but not segment fusion. The apical bristles are
still present. (E) In DI temperature sensitive alleles raised at the restrictive
temperature during the third instar larval stage, tarsal segments are lost. Legs
are foreshortened and segments are missing. (F) In the app homozygous, Ser
heterozygous legs, joint fusions occur outside of T213. T213 is still a segment
fusion. The rest of the leg begins to resemble a Ser null mutant. (G) In the app
homozygous, DI heterozygous legs, segment fusions occur. The leg begins to
resemble the DI temperature sensitive mutant from D.
Note: Ectopic Notch activation is not indicated in this figure.
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In this model, a mutant app leg has lowered Notch activation in all joints,
possibly because of lowered Ser and DI expression levels. However, the reduction in
levels is only obvious in T2/3. Lowering the levels of Ser more by removing one copy
of Ser will lead to afurther reduction of Notch activation below the levels required in
other joints in addition to 12/3. There is a resulting loss of joints, but not a loss of
segments, since Ser is limited to joint formation, as indicated by a Ser null mutants
(Figure 28D). The loss of one copy of DI reduces the levels of Notch activation in a
similar manner, except that DI also is required for growth of the entire segment
(Figure 28E) and the phenotypic differences between the dominant interactions
between app and DI and Ser indicate this (Figure 28F,G). Hence, the app
homozygous, DI heterozygous legs have a loss of segments, whereas the app
homozygous, Ser heterozygous legs only lose joints (other than the 12 segment)
(Figure 28F,G).
The ectopic joints are also affected by the reduction in Notch ligand
expression. In the app mutant, ectopic joints are found in segments 1, 3 and 4 but
never 2. This is likely due to the reduction in Ser levels in the 12 segment below the
level necessary to form the ectopic joint. Additionally when either one copy of Ser or
DI is removed from an app background, the ectopic joints are reduced or lost
altogether in the other segments. This suggests that the ectopic joints require the
endogenous DI and Ser expression in order to form.
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4.3 app interacts with the PCP pathway
app shares leg and wing phenotype similarities with a number of genes
shown to be key players in the PCP pathway, such as fz, dsh, pk, ft, ds and fj
(Reviewed in Adler, 2002). Based on phenotype, genetic interactions and similar
effects on the Notch pathway, Iargue that app is amember of the PCP pathway. ds,
fj and ft enhance the app loss of T213 joint phenotype and interact with app to give a
novel loss of joint phenotype predominantly at T4/5 in the resulting progeny's legs. In
both the dominant interactions and double mutants between these three mutants
and app, there is aloss of joints in addition to the T213 joint lost in app.
app also interacts with pk and dsh, leading to asuppression of ectopic joints
and the loss of endogenous joints. This is an interesting phenotype, because both
the app and dsh/pk phenotypes involve the ectopic activation of Notch. It would be
predicted that only an enhancement of the ectopic joint phenotype would be seen in
the double mutant, as is observed in a dsh; pk or pk; fz double mutant. In those
mutants, the ectopic joint phenotype is enhanced and no wild-type joints are lost
(Gubb et al., 1999). Since wild-type and ectopic joints are lost in the dsh; app and
pk; app double mutants, it suggests that app interacts with dsh and pk in adifferent
manner than pk and dsh do with fz and each other. The interactions between app
and pk and dsh have uncovered arequirement for pk and dsh in regulating wild-type
joint formation.
The morphological similarities and the genetic interactions between app and
the PCP pathway suggest that app is an integral part of planar cell polarity in the leg.
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Additionally, there is also evidence to suggest that app is required in the wing and
the eye, as well as the leg. The app mutant alleles exhibit phenotypes in the wing
that are similar to PCP mutants. The foreshortening of the distance between the
anterior and posterior wing vein in app is similar to that observed in fj (Buckles etal.,
2001). As well, there is also ayet uncharacterized rough eye phenotype in app. This
evidence indicates that app is required in the eye and the wing, and is not merely a
leg specific effector of the polarity message.

4.4 The PCP pathway interacts with the Notch pathway

Previous studies have shown that the PCP pathway interacts with the Notch
pathway in the eye (Cooper and Bray, 1999; Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999) and two
studies show that they do in the leg as well (Bishop et al., 1999; Buckles et al.,
2001). Bishop and colleagues (1999) showed that in the PCP-specific dsh' mutant,
the ectopic joints observed in the mutant are caused by ectopic Notch activation that
they showed was not caused by ectopic DI expression. Although they did not assay
Ser expression, they suggested that dsh inhibits the proximal back signaling of both
Ser and DI to repress ectopic joint formation. Buckles and co-workers (2001)
showed that fj participates in afeedback loop with Ser and DI to maintain or increase
Notch ligand expression in the tarsal segments. Thus, two members of the PCP
pathway, dsh and fj, have been shown to act to regulate the Notch-mediated joint
formation in the tarsus, although the role of dsh was thought to be limited to
inhibiting ectopic joint formation.
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The genetic interactions observed in this study suggest that the interaction
between the POP pathway and the Notch pathway goes beyond inhibiting ectopic
joint formation. Evidence from both the app interactions and pk interactions indicate
that proper endogenous joint formation requires the POP pathway. The interactions
between app and the PCP pathway result in similar phenotypes between both app
and other loss of joint mutants (ft, ds, fj) and gain of joint mutants (dsh, pk). In all
interactions, Iobserved the loss of other joints in addition to the T213 joint as well as
the suppression of ectopic joints.
The most compelling evidence to suggest that the POP pathway interacts with
Notch to form endogenous joints is the dominant genetic interaction between pk and
Ser and DI. A pk mutant interacts with Ser or DI mutants to give aloss of joints and
segments, respectively, much like the app interactions with Ser or DI interactions.
This result is not expected because it was not predicted that the POP pathway was
involved in the formation of the wild-type joints. Previous results suggested that the
POP pathway was required for the inhibition of ectopic Notch activation but not
necessarily joint formation (Bishop etal., 1999). However, if this were the case, then
the dominant interactions between pk and DI and Ser may have only resulted in the
loss of ectopic joints but not endogenous joints. Hence, the loss of endogenous
joints in the dominant interaction suggests that the POP pathway is required for
endogenous joint formation.
In fact, the loss of endogenous and ectopic joints in the Ser and DI
interactions with both app and pk may be a progression towards a POP null
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phenotype. Many of these interactions involve hypomorphic alleles that may not
show true null phenotypes. It is possible that the null PCP phenotype is aleg with a
tarsal region that has no joints or tarsal segments, wild-type or ectopic. More studies
are required to determine if this is the case.
How the PCP pathway regulates proper joint formation is largely unknown.
However, evidence from both fj and app suggest that the PCP pathway may play a
role in maintaining the expression of Ser, and possibly DI, and is required for proper
joint formation (Buckles et al., 2001; this study). There is also the requirement for the
Fz pathway to repress ectopic joint formation (Bishop et al., 1999). Therefore, the
POP pathway may be regulating both the expression of Ser and the asymmetric
Notch activation in the leg.
A model can be proposed from previous observations from the leg, eye and
wing (Bishop et al., 1999; Buckles et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2003; Strutt et al., 2002;
Strutt, 2001; Tree etaL, 2002; Yang etal., 2002) and from this study (Figure 29). An
initial signal from the leg gap genes and other unknown factors initiates the
expression of Ser and DI in the leg (Figure 29A). Ser and DI then signal to activate
Notch, initiating the expression of U. fj acts in conjunction with app, ds and ft to
maintain or increase Ser and DI expression (Figure 29B). Fj signaling acting in
conjunction with Ft and Ds (as in eye and wing hair polarization) leads to the
polarization of Fz to the distal edge of the cells in the leg disc. Fz then recruits Dsh
to the distal edge of the same cell, and Pk to the proximal edge of the adjacent cell,
reinforcing the asymmetry.
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Figure 29: The Notch and PCP pathways interact in joint formation.
Genes placed in boxes are there based on genetic data. The mechanism of
their action is unknown. Although each expression domain is made up of a
number of layers of cells, for simplicity the three regions are represented as
individual cells. The white cell is the inter-joint region where neither SenDl are
expressed nor is Notch activated. The red cell is the region of SenD!
expression. The green cell is the region of Notch activation and presumptive
joint region.
(A) Ser and DI expression are first initiated by the action of the leg gap genes
and other factors (Rauskolb, 2001). (B) Notch activation initiates the expression
of fj and fj interacts in some manner with app, ds and ft to maintain or increase
the expression of Ser and Di. The specific interaction is unknown and hence
they are only grouped together to aid discussion. (C) ft, ds, app and ft also
interact with dsh and pk in some manner to direct the polarity of Notch
activation to the distal side of the ring of ligand expression (Bishop etal., 1999)
(D) Based on genetic interactions, the Fz pathway also acts downstream of fj
and app to increase or maintaining Ser and DI expression. However,
mechanisms are not known. This network of interactions is required for the
proper formation of endogenous joints and the suppression of ectopic joints.
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Dsh then prevents Notch activation in the cells proximal to the stripe of Ser
expression, preventing ectopic joints (Figure 29C). Based on observations, the Fz
pathway also interacts with app, and might interact with ft, ds and fJ to maintain Ser
expression and proper endogenous joint formation (Figure 29D).

45 The stereotypical loss of joints.
It has been observed that the T2/3 is the only joint and T2 is the only segment
affected in fj, ds and app mutants. The model for PCP regulated joint formation
presented above does not have an inherent explanation for this trend, since it
indicates that all the genes are required in all of the joints. Nonetheless, it does
appear that different joints are more robust then others. In strong fj and app alleles,
afour-segmented tarsal region is formed, always with the loss of T2 segment. The
loss of the Ser and DI domain in the T2 tarsal region and the resulting loss of
segment may be a result of the lowered activity of Ser and Dl due to the app or fj
mutation leading to alowered level of Notch activation in all of the segments, since it
has been shown that fj (Buckles, et al., 2001) and app may be part of the
mechanism to increase or maintain Ser and DI expression. If the reduction in Ser
and DI prevent Notch-mediated growth of the tarsus, why is the T213 joint the first
one lost?
An explanation for this discrepancy centers on how the leg disc is molecularly
segmented and is based on the observation that the Epidermal Growth Factor
Receptor (EGFR) pathway is required to pattern tarsal segments 2 to 5 in a
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concentration-dependent manner (Campbell, 2002)

(Figure 30).

The levels of

EGFR are graded, with expression high at the distal tip of the leg disc. Different
concentrations of EGFR signaling initiate the expression of different genes. For
example, Bar, a gene required for tarsal segments 4-5 is initially induced by DII
expression (Kojima at al., 2000) and is regulated by EGFR activity.

Furthermore,

EGFR activity and Bar repress dac activity (Campbell, 2002). Therefore, the everted
leg is divided into regions of Bar expression, dac expression and areas where
neither Bar nor dac are expressed but other tarsal genes are expressed. These
genes and others then pattern the tarsal region into the five segments observed in
the adult (Figure 30).
In this model, the loss of growth due to lowered Notch activation in the app or
fj mutants would affect the T2 segment first. The gradient of EGFR signaling is
regulated independent of Notch signaling and there would still be a gradient of
EGFR signaling activity in the leg. In addition, dac expression is present in the
proximal regions of the tarsus.

However, due to the lack of growth of the tarsal

region, the region available to be patterned into T2-T5 is reduced such that the
levels of EGFR signal received by the tissue only correspond to T3-T5 before dac
inhibits the EGFR signal. Therefore, T2 is lost (Figure 30).
The stereotypical loss of the T4/5 joint and T4 segment after the T2 segment
may also be explained by effects of Bar on patterning the tarsus. The level of Bar
expression in the distal segments of the tarsus at the late third instar stage is graded
in awild-type leg. There is high levels of Bar in tarsal segment 5, intermediate levels
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in 14 and it is absent in T3, possibly inhibited by an unknown factor (Kojima
2000). In the

appMR

DI°5151 /appEl4

+

et al.,

mutant leg, growth has been further reduced

due to the reduction in Notch signaling levels as compared to

appEl4

single mutants.

The loss of T2 still occurs but the gap and tarsal gene expression domains are stilt
present in a relative pattern. This means that presumably whatever represses Bar
expression in T3 is still present. Thus, the gradient of Bar has been foreshortened
and the levels of gene expression can only pattern T5 and partially pattern T4 in
weaker interactions and not at all in stronger interactions which foreshorten the leg.
In contrast, the stark dichotomy between the Bar expressing region and

non-Bar

expressing region make the T3/14 joint and T3 segment very robust (Figure 31 F).
The continuum of tarsal joint loss in the DI1 only expressing domain would therefore
be 12/3, T4/5 and then T3/4 based on this model.
It is predicted that there would be additive effects on joint formation if the
global and local mechanisms required for joint and segment formation were both
negatively affected. Preliminary observations of DII/+ ;appET 4 mutant legs indicate
that there is a dominant interaction between DII and app leading to the
foreshortening of the tarsal region with aloss of segments. Thus, it appears that the
gene that induces Bar expression in the tarsus and app may interact with each
other, suggesting the model presented above may approximate what occurs in the
leg.
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Figure 30: A model explaining the stereotypical loss of joints
All legs are oriented such that distal is to the right
(A) A schematic diagram of wild-type leg development influenced by EGFR
signaling and Bar. The EGFR signaling gradient is high at the distal tip of the
leg and low at T2. EGFR target genes are inhibited proximal of T2 by dac
(Campbell, 2002). Bar is expressed at high levels in 15, at lower levels in T4
and inhibited in T3 (Kojima et al., 2000). The tarsal pattern is derived from
interactions between these and other genes. (B) In appEl4 growth is reduced
because of the reduction in Ser and DI expression caused by the mutation.
This reduction leads to asituation where the leg disc does not grow enough
to form the 12 segment. The rest of the segments are patterned properly
because their relative positions along the EGFR signaling gradient are not
affected. (C) In appMR DI°5151 /app E14 + growth is reduced even further due to
the reduction of Ser and DI expression caused by the mutation in DI and app.
This leads to the loss of T4 because Bar does not have enough leg disc
material to pattern T4 before being inhibited by an unknown factor (X) in T3.
15 is patterned properly because Bar levels are wild-type in T5 (Adapted from
Campbell, 2002; Kojima at al., 2000).
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4.6 The molecular and genetic nature of app
My results strongly suggest that CG5632 encodes the app locus. Although
more experimentation is required to confirm that CG5632 is app, predictions can be
made about the nature of app on the basis of my results. Based on sequence
similarity, CG5632 is predicted to encode a novel protein with a WD-40 repeat
domain (Reviewed in Smith et al., 1999). The WD-40 repeat domain is a proteinprotein and a protein-DNA interacting domain with many different functions in
eukaryotes, including signal transduction, cytoskeleton assembly and RNA
regulation. The motif is made up of between 44 and 60 residues with aOH dipeptide
near its N-terminus end and aWD dipeptide at its C-terminus end. It appears that
the WD-40 repeat can form a 13-propeller structure which can interact with multiple
proteins in a simultaneous, complex and reversible manner (Smith etal., 1999).

If

this is the case for app, then the proper function of app may be to mediate
interactions between proteins of the PCP pathway.
A complete understanding of app function in development will not be possible
without a null mutation. The null mutant could have a phenotype that may not look
like a PCP pathway mutant. For example, it has been shown that the mouse
homologue of scribble (scrb), a gene that is involved in apical-basal polarity in
Drosophila is required in mouse inner ear hair polarization, aPCP-mediated process
(Montcouquiol et al., 2003). It is not known if scrb is required in the Drosophila PCP
pathway but it could be possible that the extant Drosophila alleles are lethal null
alleles or ones that have not been examined in a PCP context yet. Another example
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is dsh' mutant allele. dsh is required in Wnt signaling in other contexts and strong
dsh mutants are lethal (Flybase, 2003). However, the dsh' allele only affects the
PCP functions of dsh (Axelrod, etal., 1998). Therefore, based on these examples, it
is possible that the app alleles that Ihad are aspecial class of PCP mutant.
Based on genetic analysis of the app alleles, each allele can be classified.
The app 1 allele is a hypomorph that is weaker than the other two alleles. The app
allele app E14 is a stronger hypomorph approaching a null mutation because the
phenotype is only marginally stronger when placed over adeficiency. However, it is
enhanced to a larger degree when placed over
strongest of the three. However,

app MR

appM.

The

app mR

allele is the

genetic classification is unclear.

appears to increase the severity of the app phenotype when placed over
although placing

appEl4

app MR
appEl 4

over deficiency does not have the same effect. Therefore, it

is possible that the app MR allele is an antimorph, antagonizing the wild-type function
of app.
If
sense.

app

encodes a WD-40 protein, these genetic classifications may make

Examining the

in-situ

data for

appEl4

and

appMR,

CG5632 expression is

undetectable in app E'14 leg discs, suggesting that the nature of the phenotype is due
to a loss of CG5632 transcript. The expression pattern of

app mR

is less certain.

There appears to be expression of CG5632 in the leg disc, but it is not confined to
the tarsal region as in wild-type. It is possible that the mutation in

app mR

is aweak

dominant negative. A dominant-negative could occur by changing the structure of
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the protein such that, for example, the mutant protein WD-40 domain interferes with
the normal function of the app protein.

4.7 Future Directions
Planar cell polarity is found throughout a vast array of tissues in vertebrate
and invertebrate development and is required for many facets of development. In
this study Ihave presented evidence identifying app as a member of the PCP
pathway and partially uncovered a complex mechanism of PCP regulated joint
development in the leg. Furthermore, Ialso have evidence to suggest that CG5632
is app. However, much work is still required to elucidate a role of app in leg
development and the polarization of other tissues in both Drosophila and other
model systems.
The identification of app is key in all of this. Itried to construct a rescue
transgene in order to rescue the app phenotype. However, Iwas unsuccessful, as I
was unable to make the transgene. Furthermore, Itried making a UAS-CG5632
transgenic line but was unable to isolate atransformant. Once the identity of app is
confirmed, then aspectrum of mutations, including anull mutation should be isolated
in a screen. It may also indicate roles for app in other systems, such as the wing
hairs and the ommatidia. Overexpression of app may also be informative, as the
overexpression of Fj revealed awing hair phenotype that the loss-of-function mutant
did not exhibit (Strutt, 2001). Clonal analysis of app will indicate where app is
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required and may also uncover phenotypes which are weak or non-existent in the
eye and wing, much like the clonal analysis of fj did (Strutt, 2001).
Determining the expression patterns of PCP genes and proteins in the wildtype and app mutant developing leg would also be informative in understanding how
the POP pathway regulates leg patterning. There are GFP tagged Fz and Dsh
proteins available and have been used to show where these proteins are localized in
the eye and the wing cells. Understanding where these proteins are localized in the
leg disc will be necessary because it is likely that regulation of the PCP pathway
works in part at the protein level (Adler, 2002).
Genetic interaction studies can also be carried out using app and also fj, dsh
and pk to place more genes within the POP pathway in the leg that do not show
phenotypes in the leg. Candidates may include genes like inturned and fuzzy, two
genes that are required in the wing for POP but have not been fully characterized in
the leg (Adler, 2002). The genetic interaction studies can be coupled with yeast twohybrid screens to determine what proteins interact with app in vitro, since app is
predicted to be have a protein-protein interaction motif. Finding targets that interact
with App may identify new genes and characterized genes that do not show a POP
mutant phenotype in the leg.
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